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Force of
nature:

why we should
go greener
in 2010

We wish you Happy Holidays

In the Philippines, whether you are in communion with nature or with
history, or simply enjoying today, every moment is postcard perfect. The
Philippines is a veritable treasure trove of adventures for those who love
the great outdoors and idyllic scenes without really losing access to the
basic conveniences of an urban lifestyle. Its pristine natural wonders, lush
forests and crystal-clear waters beckon to every traveler. It is a place where
one can spend a whole lifetime and still find new, delightful surprises each
day. Where every service is offered with warmth and a smile.

The Philippines.....you are home.
To fully enjoy your experience in the Philippines, go to www.pagcor.ph for information on our clubs, hotels and casinos.
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editorial

t

he end of a year and beginning of another is a time for celebration,
resolutions, and good wishes. That’s what we’ve packed into our last
issue of 2009.
We start with celebration, though the world has gone through a tough
economic year and the Philippines suffered some of the worst natural disasters
of the last decades. We do that following the example of the Filipinos themselves,
who endured through all that and still smile, fill the streets with lights, color and
music and truly expect that tomorrow will be better.
But we can’t forget the resolutions, and if there is something which all of
humanity must increasingly decide is to care for the Earth. That’s why our cover
is about nature, and the forces it can unleash, for good or bad. The wind is strong
but our model is grounded by roots, she will endure.
So will our planet, if we are increasingly conscious of our actions. In the fall
issue we already brought attention to the plight of some endangered species in
the Philippines. In this one, after the tragedy that this country and others
suffered and keep suffering, we urge you to “Go Greener” while we do the same
ourselves. And while there’s time.
We share this issue with the talent and drive of many of the Philippines’ top
artists: Iza Calzado, its most beloved actress, represents the different stages of
time in her country’s history in a shoot by photographer Wawi Navarroza. The
craft of Duddley Diaz, Romina Diaz, and Mercedes Cabral is featured and we
bring you new destinations and discoveries for the beginning of the year.
There is no better way to communicate our good wishes for 2010 than to say:
Happy reading!

Marco Venditti
Managing Editor

contributors

Wawi Navarroza
Photographer Wawi Navarroza brings her strong background in visual
arts to her photo shoot with actress Iza Calzado. Recently returned
from New York City, she held her major solo exhibition Perhaps it was
possibly because at the Silverlens Gallery in Manila in October 2009. A
recipient of many awards and citations, Navarroza has exhibited in
France, Italy, the Netherlands, Russia, Cambodia, Malaysia and
Singapore. She also sings for a post-punk rock band called The Late
Isabel. Their second album Imperial will be out next year.
www.wawinavarroza.com (coming soon)

Apy Arevalo
27-year old Apy Arevalo loves digital photography and, describing
herself as a “manipulator at heart”, she explores all the possibilities of
re-touching and post-processing. The otherworldly effect of her
photography is intentional. She creates images that take both subject
and viewer into a new emotional dimension. In this month’s cover she
made model Manette Mercado become part of nature itself.

Paolo Lorenzana
None of Your Showbusiness, a monthly Q & A Paolo Lorenzana
adds to his newspaper column Hot Fuss Sundae, suggests an
allergy towards trained-to-talk celebrities. "Beneath the star
factory talk, there should be a real conversation. With that, you
might even learn something," explains the serial profiler, who
has picked the brains of pick-up artists, gotten in the ring with
Manny Pacquiao, and sat down with Iza Calzado a second time
for this issue.

Audrey Carpio
After journalism school in New York, Audrey Carpio ran errands in
heels as a fashion intern at In Style, and sent out mass rejection
letters as a fiction intern at Esquire. She moved back to Manila
in 2008, taking her two cats, Baz and Delfina, with her, and now
works as an editor at Metro magazine and The Philippine Star.

Jon Aguirre
It was a love of scuba diving that got Jon Aguirre into
photography. He just believed that the beauty of
underwater life had to be shared. That led to a love of
photography itself as he went on land for street and
landscape pictures. In this issue he gets wet again as he
battles the elements during typhoon Ketsana to bring us
perfect images of an Imperfect Storm.

8
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HIGHLIGHTS
Celebrating. Discovering. Changing. Renewing.

Happy
New Year!

HIGHLIGHTS/DISCOVERIES

Bring in the new
AS WE WAKE UP SOBER IN THE FIRST — WELL, SECOND — DAY OF 2010, AND
AS THE GLOBAL CRISIS SIMMERS DOWN, MAYBE WE’LL THINK IT’S TIME TO BE
ADVENTUROUS AGAIN, AT LEAST CULTURALLY. COLUMNIST PAOLO LORENZANA
CREATES AN INSIDER’S ITINERARY FOR SOME RAPTUROUS DISCOVERY.

PREVIOUS PAGE:
Photo: Apy Arevalo
Styling: Dennis Celestial
Gown: Josip Tumapa
Model: Manette Mercado
Make-up: Xeng Zulueta
Hair: Felicity Son, L’Oreal

Hotel/

Hotel Céleste
For urban warriors who believe a skyscraper’s the limit, escapes from the
city are imperative without having to actually leave it. The four-storey
Hotel Céleste has become quite the rococo retreat in Manila. Amid such
cosmopolitan convenience, you’ll find a quilted scarlet ottoman here, tassel-roped draperies there, and an Egyptian cotton cloud of a duvet to plop
down on after a rain shower and L’Occitane bath gel have washed memories of Makati away. And downstairs, the “best French chef in town” serving up formidable foie gras, red mullet in red wine sauce, or sating your
every amuse-bouche craving certainly makes Céleste one haute property
in the city. www.hotelceleste.ph

Café/

Romulo and the
New Nationalism
Diminutive in stature yet hulking in bravado, Carlos P. Romulo was the
Philippines’ ambassador to the U.S. and U.N. Consider, then, Romulo
Café to echo this diplomacy, albeit delectably, with classic Filipino
fare that bears a delicious forwardness. You’ll feel the Romulan ideal
of progressing national identity so close, you can actually taste it.
32 Sct. Tuason Cor. Dr. Lazcano, Tomas Morato, Quezon City

Destinations/

Cultur8
Cultur8 aims to educate on the exotic through eco-tourism, unveiling a
more “authentic Philippines” through five or 10-day adventures of your
choice -- whether by “Ancient Highlands” expedition that’ll have you living
high in a hut with T’boli tribe folk, showering under a 250-ft. waterfall and
spotting a Philippine eagle (the world’s largest) on a “Southern Explorer”
trip, or rolling down the Chocolate Hills and getting schooled on herbal
healing via the “Visayan Experience”. What the un-tourist will find is a true
source of southern comfort. www.cultureight.com
10
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HIGHLIGHTS/DISCOVERIES
Book/

TOUCHING BASE:
WRITING HOME
19 Writers Remember their Hometowns

Bar/

WhiteMoon

A true lounge in all the soothing
respects of the word shouldn’t be
associated with confinement,
whether it be of dark walls or the
din of a constricting crowd. Lounging should console. At WhiteMoon,
raucous Roxas Blvd. may be a few
steps away, but with the cushioning
of a mod-Balinese sofa, aural interplay of cascading fountain water,
astral plane ride chill-out music in
the distance, and the Manila Bay
breeze inspiring calm and contemplation, it almost feels like you’re on
a ship deck as you stare out to
where the sunset and sea converge.
2/F Sunset Quay, Manila Ocean
Park, Quirino Grandstand, One
Rizal Park, Luneta

Fashion/

Art/

Kiri
Dalena
Post-traumatic dialogue is inherent in
Dalena’s installation art. Even if a
viewer’s experience of what is tackled
– the violence during anti-Marcos
protests in the ‘70s, perhaps, or the
great devastation wrought by one of
2009’s typhoons – is only through
history or media perusal, it is art that
does not just state what is obviously
the matter but inspires intelligent
sentiment.

Jerome Lorico:
Men’s Spring-Summer Collection 2010
A good change, at least of
clothes, would do us
good. Young Designer’s
Guild stalwart Jerome
Lorico looked back,
below, and around to sew
the seeds of “origin and
change” into a collection
entitled “Parallelism”.
What’s natural becomes
industrial as hues of sand,
sea, soil, and sky find
themselves on cuff-orcollar-studded shorts,
capris, and slim work
jackets; dyed linen shirts
made to resemble denim
and an overlay of avant

apron or vest insinuating
the idea of cohesion
between distinct
elements. It’s welcome
wear after a bleak 2009,
especially with pieces
inspired by the “1800
gentleman” whose
everyday ensemble
included cotton shirt,
trousers, and suspenders.
To echo a past that now
seems like a parallel
universe -- a rising
economy, thriving
globalization, and all its
positive change -- just
seems apt at this point.

Ruel S. De Vera’s anthology of
literary return trips satisfies
our itinerant interest and
wonder in those wandering
about Arrivals and Departures
areas, bus or airport terminals.
Via memory or musing, we
follow several writers back to
their places of origin; a
revisiting of curious folk and
wise relatives, of superstitions
shrugged at or ways of life still
questioned, of bric-à-brac
towns that were once just
primitive but now welcoming
to those who’ve come back
whole. It all proves that an
interesting way to experience
the Philippines is vicariously.
www.anvilpublishing.com

HIGHLIGHTS/SEASON OF GIVING
3

2

Hers

4

features 78 natural colored golden South Sea
and Keshi pearls set with 9.92 carat
diamonds and 18-karat yellow gold.
2-3 Perhaps one of the most avant-garde
1
designers in Manila, Michelline Syjuco
boldly fuses the art of sculpture with that of
jewelry. Each one of her pieces is handmade from
her choice of unconventional elements, such as
cultivated rust, exploded bullet shells and acetylene
burns. Available through www.michellinesyjuco.com and in FIRMA,
Greenbelt 3. 4 Cullets are the glass scraps at the bottom of a
batch furnace which is shutdown every eight to ten years for
cold repair. Ramon Orlina fine-tuned the technique of
5
cutting, grinding, smoothing and polishing the green cullets
with improvised tools and equipment, turning them into sleek
sculptures. 5 With a background in Industrial Design,
Maco Custodio is a fan of the Bauhaus ethos and likes to
incorporate the idea that form follows function in his shoe designs.
Having seen the mass production of footwear close up in China and
experiencing the handcrafted method in the Philippines, he started
his own line in May 2008 and is now being touted as a favorite of
savvy fashionistas. To order call (63) 9228886226.
6 Is your significant other celebrity conscious? The
7
Voyage Bed by internationally acclaimed Cebu-based
designer Kenneth Cobonpue graces the homes of the
the fashionable and has been acquired by the world’s
most famous couple, Brangelina, for their kids.
7 The embroidery skills Patis Tesoro
learned as a young convent school girl
would define her creative output many
years after. In the course of sourcing
raw material, she developed what is
called Philippine Lace. Her work
came to the attention of fashion
houses such as Armani, Mary
McFadden and Lecomet Hemant.

12
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Photo: Rxandy Capinpin

1 Jewelmer’s Rivage Perles necklace
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HIGHLIGHTS/SEASON OF GIVING
1

1 In Drip’s

His

Identity Theft it’s almost as if Beng CalmaAlcazaren’s vocals were programmed to give rise to
contemplative undulation. With sultry synth-work and
turntabling in the mix, consider this album mood music for
thinking lovers. 2 From the brand that made a local
wardrobe staple out of archipelago-emblazoned apparel the
overnight bag by Collezione C2 is something he can
definitely pack his Pinoy pride in. www.collezione-c2.com
3 VuQo Premium Coconut Vodka is a native wine twice-distilled
2
from “the best coconut sap”. VuQo’s what he’ll want to savor beginning a
long but lush night. www.vuqo.com 4 Let’s face it: you don’t know what
to give him. Ultimate Gifts and Adventures specializes in a unique
package: with one voucher, the recipient can chose from a wide range of
categories ranging from adventure, sports, travel, leisure, entertainment,
lifestyle and gourmet. Here’s one gift that’s bound to thrill.
www.ultigifts.com. Customer service: (63) 749-1343.
5 Hardbound covers that capture the spirit of a crazy city’s streets and
sentiments can inspire the bearer of a Team
Manila notebook to bring out the
same through the written word.
www.teammanilalifestyle.com 6 Whether it’s in the mold of a regular
lace-up but with a Gothic python impression or a shoe resembling
a raven pre-flight, Brian Tenorio’s is fanciful footwear
grounded, literally, in elegance.
www.tenoriomanila.com
6
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Food
H
FestU
FAMILY GATHERINGS,
AN EXCUSE TO GET
TOGETHER WITH
GOOD FRIENDS:
THE CHRISTMAS
AND NEW YEAR
FESTIVITIES WILL HAVE
OUR STOMACHS
BUSY WELL AFTER
THE 1ST OF JANUARY.
THREE TOP CHEFS
SURPRISE OUR
SENSES WITH NEW
TAKES ON HOLIDAY
CLASSICS.

H
H

ROLANDO
LAUDICO:

BEYOND BORDERS

THE CREATOR OF BISTRO FILIPINO
FEARLESSLY OPENS UP OUR PALATE
TO NEW FLAVORS.

TEXT: AUDREY CARPIO
PHOTOS: MARCO VENDITTI

T

H

he three-year-old Bistro Filipino has
emerged as one of the vanguards of Filipino nouvelle cuisine, and if that concept
itself sounds questionable, you haven’t yet
seen what Filipino food can do. Traditional
and familiar favorites are infused with French
flavors resulting in a menu that reads like a
cultural mash up: saffron sinigang, lamb
kaldereta porcini, foie gras with adobo overload and halo halo napoleon are just a few of
the dishes that bear the distinct marking of
fusion, deftly created by someone who’s put
in time in the kitchens of French, Australian
and New York restaurants.
Rolando Laudico was catering special
events and dinners out of his home for seven
years before he opened his first restaurant
Bistro Filipino in 2006. With its warm yet
lush interiors — large chandeliers accenting
a checkerboard floor — and expat clientele,
the restaurant took on the challenge of making Filipino food accessible to foreigners by
pushing it to the next level. “Developing it
further doesn’t really mean changing it completely, but giving it some sort of refinement,” Laudico explains. “The oldest
cuisines and the most recognizable ones
went through hundreds of years of refinement, from French to Chinese, Italian to Thai
— so why not Filipino cuisine?”
Fusion in the wrong hands can often
result in confusion and Laudico himself says
that chefs “sometimes get carried away and
forget the basics.” Laudico’s dishes retain
their Filipino essence but present it in a
very contemporary, upscale way.
Here, he makes his own version of pancit
sotanghon. “Noodle dishes have always been
part of Filipino celebrations, and pancit is no
exception,” Laudico says. He adds Christmas
delicacies like ham and keso de bola as well
as red and green ingredients for a more festive feel.

Pancit
Sotanghon
Ingredients:
18 oz. cooked sotanghon or
bihon
5-6 cups chicken stock
2 cups annatto oil
4 tbsp. onions
4 tbsp. minced garlic
1 tbsp. carrots julienne
4 tbsp. sliced mushrooms
4 tbsp. Christmas ham strips
4 tbsp. grated keso de bola
6 tbsp. soy
2 tbsp. calamansi
1 tsp. sesame oil
1 tsp. kinchay / cilantro
Salt and pepper to taste
Preparation:
Sauté onion, garlic, mushroom,
ham, and carrots. Add chicken
stock, soy sauce and calamansi.
Simmer for few minutes. Add
sotanghon or bihon, sesame oil
and annatto oil. Season with salt
and pepper. Garnish with keso de
bola and kinchay.
WINE PAIRING:
Hardy’s Riesling Gewurztraminer
Some of the ingredients may
be substituted by what follows:
Sotanghon or bihon: vermicelli
noodles
Keso de bola: edam cheese
Calamansi: lemon or lime
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STEPHANIE ZUBIRI:

EPICUREAN PHILOSOPHY
MIXING SIMPLICITY AND SOPHISTICATION
WITH A REAL LOVE FOR ALL THINGS GOOD,
STEPHANIE ZUBIRI UPDATES A CLASSIC.

H

Asparagus
quinoa “risotto”
Serves 4

P

ossibly no other person in the
local culinary scene today looks
equally comfortable — and fabulous – in her chef’s uniform and
Converses as she does in a cocktail
dress gracing the cover of a magazine. Stephanie Zubiri, 25, is becoming known as a precocious hostess,
throwing themed dinner parties,
creative cocktails and of course,
delicious bites – usually executed
on a minimal budget that belies
their lavishness.
After training at Le Cordon Bleu
in Paris where she lived for five
years, she returned to the Philippines just over a year ago to bring
all that she has experienced in her
predominantly European-influenced
foodie adventures into setting up
The Modern Epicurean Kitchen, an
all-around culinary business that
includes catering, event design, and
cooking lessons in her Ayala Alabang home. “Good living doesn’t
have to be complicated” is the company motto; the essence is distilled
from the philosopher Epicurus’
belief that happiness comes from
the simple things in life.
Her twist on a holiday recipe is a
honey glazed pork belly dish,
inspired by the traditional roast
lechon and what she loves most
about it – the crispy skin. She also
switched simple white rice for a
healthier quinoa risotto with asparagus which has a nice nutty taste that
complements the pork. Zubiri quips,
“I also served it plated instead of the
usual ‘attack-the-pig style.’”

Ingredients:
14 oz. quinoa
1 small red onion finely minced
2 garlic cloves, crushed
5 to 7 oz. of small, fine fresh
asparagus (cut into 1-inch long
pieces)
3 cups + 2 tsp. cold water
1 cup white wine
2 tbsp. heavy cream
2 tbsp. of feta cheese (optional)
Fresh thyme leaves
Salt and pepper to taste
Olive oil
Knob of butter

Christmas
glazed broiled
pork belly
Serves 4
Ingredients:
4 pieces of pork belly (around 5
to 6 inches long and at least 2
inches wide)
3 tbsp. balsamic vinegar
2 tbsp. honey
1 tbsp. soy sauce
1 tsp. ground cloves or a few
whole cloves
1⁄ 2 tsp. cinnamon
1 tbsp. grated ginger
1⁄ 2 tsp. ground pink peppercorns
1 garlic clove, crushed
1 bay leaf
1/3 cup water
2 to 3 tbsp. olive oil
Sprigs of thyme for garnish
Salt to taste

H

Preparation:
For the marinade and glaze,
whisk the balsamic vinegar,
honey, soy sauce, cloves, cinnamon, ginger, peppercorns, garlic,
bay leaf, water and olive oil in a
bowl. Marinate the pork belly for
about five minutes. Remove from
the marinade and brush with
more olive oil. Place pork belly in
a baking dish and broil on medium heat, consistently turning on
all sides. Broil for about five to
eight minutes on each side
depending on how thick the pork
belly is or how hot the broiler can
get. Turn up the heat and broil
skin side up for another eight
minutes or so to get extra crispy
skin.
Meanwhile, take the marinade
and place it in a saucepan and
reduce until it becomes thick and
syrupy. Take this and brush it on
the pork belly every so often
while it cooks in the oven or if
you’re pressed for time, glaze the
pork before serving.

Preparation:
Rinse the quinoa and drain. In a
casserole dish, bring the quinoa
with the cold water and a pinch
of salt to a boil with the lid
closed. Cook for about 10 minutes or until the quinoa pops
from its shell and absorbs the
water. Drain off any excess liquid. In a skillet, sauté the garlic
and onions in some olive oil with
a knob of butter. Toss in the
asparagus. Be careful not to
overcook, the asparagus should
be cooked just enough to keep it
a bit crunchy — perhaps five to
seven minutes on medium to
high heat. Toss in the drained
quinoa and mix all of the ingredients well. Deglaze with white
wine, then add the cream and
feta cheese if you wish. Add salt
and pepper to taste and cook for
around two minutes more. Toss
in fresh thyme leaves as you turn
off the heat.
Serve in a large platter with the
pork belly sitting on top or plate
individual servings.

WINE PAIRING:
A cabernet sauvignon-merlot
blend like a bordeaux to bring
out the peppery spices.
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BRUCE LIM:

A TRIP THROUGH THE HEARTLAND
MEDIA-SAVVY CHEF BRUCE LIM EXPLORES
THE SOURCE OF COMFORT IN FILIPINO CUISINE

H

H

Braised chicken
Ingredients:
1 1/10 lb. chicken (leg quarters)
2 tbsp. oil (any flavorless oil)
4 1⁄ 2 cups chicken stock
1 ⁄ 2 cup soy sauce
1 tbsp. vinegar
1 ⁄ 2 cup brown sugar
2 cloves garlic (smashed)
1 1⁄ 2 oz. onions (sliced)
3 1⁄ 2 oz. carrots (diced)
2 pieces star anise
1 tsp. coriander seed
To taste salt and pepper

Green papaya
salad

A

merican born-and-raised Bruce Lim, an internationally
trained chef, takes the Anthony Bourdain will-travel-forfood idea further with his own TV show called Tablescapes:
Life on a Plate. Recently moving to the Philippines to trace his
Filipino-Chinese roots, he probes the nooks and crevices of his
hereditary country in search of unusual delicacies and indigenous ingredients, which he then transforms into universally
tasty dishes.
The convivial and entertaining chef just introduced Chef’s
Table, a freestyle by-reservation-only restaurant at his kitchen
studio where he films a second cooking show of the same
name. The new dining concept has the tongues of foodies and
food bloggers wagging, if not salivating. Chef’s Table is like
your own private cooking show held at the garden rooftop of a
tucked-away building in the Fort Bonifacio area. He’ll tailor a
menu according to the desires of the diners, or if you’re feeling adventurous, you can leave it up to his creative moods
while he regales you with stories from his stint at Las Vegas’
MGM Grand and being kicked by the notoriously irascible Gordon Ramsay, under whom he trained.
In his travels around the country, Lim says that what struck
him most were the cooking methods rather than what was
being cooked. “I have seen people cook in bamboo and banana
leaves. They keep things so simple that it’s very good,” he
describes. “It’s like the golden rule: KISS. Keep It Simple, Stupid. I practice that every time I cook.”
Lim cites his grandmother as his earliest and most profound
influence, the person who taught him the true flavor of Filipino
food. “That is why Filipino food is my comfort food,” he says.
For this feature, Lim tossed together a green papaya salad
with lightly seared salmon belly that was light and refreshing
as a relief from the typically rich feast of the holiday season.
His second dish was a simple braised chicken with holiday
spices set on a bed of chicken rice and topped with stir-fried
baby bok choy.

Ingredients:
3 1⁄ 2 oz. green papaya (peeled,
cut into matchsticks)
1 ⁄ 2 oz. cucumber (cut into
matchsticks)
1 1⁄ 2 oz. napa cabbage (shredded)
1 oz. pomelo (segments)
3 springs cilantro (picked leaves)
1 tsp. fried mung beans or
peanuts
1 ⁄ 2 tsp. black sesame seeds
1 1⁄ 2 oz. salmon belly (seasoned
and seared)
Vinaigrette:
1 ⁄ 2 cup fish stock
1 ⁄ 2 cup calamansi juice or
lemon juice
2 tbsp. water
1 tbsp. sugar
Salt and pepper to taste.
Preparation:
In a round bottom metal bowl
add the papaya, cucumber,
and napa cabbage.
In a separate bowl, add all of the
ingredients for the vinaigrette
and whisk until the sugar is
dissolved.
Spoon 3 tbsp. of vinaigrette over
the papaya mixture and let sit
for one minute. Add the pomelo
and cilantro.
Place the salmon belly on a heat
proof dish and season with salt
and pepper. Use a blow torch
or pan sear over high heat for
30 seconds.
Build the salad starting with the
papaya mix in a salad bowl,
sprinkle with fried mung beans
and black sesame seeds.
Place salmon atop and serve
straight away.

Rice:
2 cups uncooked rice
3 cups chicken stock
2 tbsp. oil
1 clove garlic (smashed)
1 inch ginger (sliced)
To taste salt and pepper
Preparation:
In a medium-thick-bottomed pot
add oil, garlic and ginger. Sauté
until the aromatics begin to
brown, remove the ginger and
garlic and add the rice; coat the
rice with the flavored oil. Add
stock and season with salt and
pepper. Place cover on pot and
simmer for 15 minutes or until
the rice is cooked.
In a large pot add oil and when
the oil is hot, sear the chicken
legs skin side down for two minutes on each side. Remove the
chicken and sauté the garlic and
onions just until they begin to
brown. Add the carrots, star
anise and coriander seed and
sauté for one minute. Deglaze
the pan with vinegar (be careful
not to breathe the fumes) and
simmer down until the vinegar is
reduced by half. Add soy sauce,
chicken stock and sugar, then
bring the mixture to a boil. Once
boiling, add the chicken legs
back into pot and turn down to a
simmer. Simmer for 30 minutes
or until the chicken legs are
cooked through and tender.
Plate the rice and top with the
chicken. You can add any type
of stir-fried vegetables to accent
the dish.
WINE PAIRINGS:
For the salad: A nice fruity
chardonnay or a sparkling
chilled white or rosé.
For the chicken: A tempranillo
or even a pinot noir.

H
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Q&A
Efraim C. Genuino

Chairman & CEO, the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation

A global economic crisis
and devastating typhoons in
the Philippines have marked
2009. As a new year is about
to begin, PAGCOR Chairman
and CEO Efraim Genuino
takes a look back at the
challenges faced by the
corporation and the country
in the past 12 months
and what lessons may be
learned from them.
PORTRAIT: MARCO VENDITTI

2009 is coming to end and it hasn’t been an easy year.
It has been a challenging year, no doubt about that.
And I don’t mean only for PAGCOR, but for the country as a
whole. We have survived a major global financial crisis as well
as the most devastating typhoons in our recent history.
I guess many of us would like to forget about 2009, but I am
of a different opinion as in every crisis there is always an
opportunity and a lesson to be learned.
What is there to be learned then?
That we have to become stronger, as an enterprise as well
as a nation, and that we have to be prepared for similar events
that are likely to happen in the future. For this reason
I see 2010 as a pivotal year for all of us. It’s an opportunity
for re-evaluation, especially considering that we will be
hosting presidential elections and nobody knows what
the outcome will be.
What will be the biggest challenge in 2010?
We know for a fact that the downward trend will continue in
2010, as the US, EU and Japan will not have fully recovered
from the economic meltdown. The Philippines will inevitably
suffer from this state of affairs and our biggest concern
obviously is the unemployment rate. Job creation is our
biggest challenge, I believe.
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I GUESS MANY OF US WOULD LIKE TO FORGET ABOUT
2009, BUT I AM OF A DIFFERENT OPINION AS IN
EVERY CRISIS THERE IS ALWAYS AN OPPORTUNITY AND
A LESSON TO BE LEARNED… WE HAVE TO BECOME
STRONGER, AS AN ENTERPRISE AS WELL AS A NATION.

쑲쑲

The financial crisis had a negative effect also in the gaming industry, especially in more mature markets like Las
Vegas, Atlantic City and to a certain extent Macau. The
Philippines, on the other hand, seems to have weathered
the storm better. How do you explain that?
Despite the financial crisis, we managed to put up a good
fight and this bolsters our confidence. According to a study
by Pricewaterhouse Coopers, the gaming industry in the
Asia-Pacific region is expected to grow at a 15.8 percent
compound annual rate for the next five years. In the
Philippines in particular, it will grow at a 17.8 percent due to
a rising popularity of online and mobile gaming, and to the
launching of the Entertainment City. In general terms I would
say that we have been more conservative compared to other
markets, as we avoided undertaking risky projects although
we have consolidated our activities. In the first six months
of 2009 alone, our total annual income has already reached
14.6 billion pesos which is more than double the income
registered for the entire year of 2000.
Any new developments worth noting?
In 2009 we also upgraded our infrastructure and set the
foundations for new exciting developments like the launching
of Resorts World Manila, a joint venture between Star Cruises
International (Genting Group) and Alliance Global (Megaworld
Corporation). PAGCOR functions solely as an regulator in
Resorts World Manila and this is the role we would like to play
in similar projects in the future.
Although PAGCOR will also benefit from the profit of
Resorts World Manila in the form of taxes, some have
been complaining about the loss of gaming market share.
What is your opinion on this issue?
This project is important for our country. It showcases how
international operators, the Genting Group in this case, can
successfully start up operations in the Philippines, while
finding this to be a lucrative market. The same thing happened
in Macau when the market was finally liberalized there a few
years ago. Many eyebrows were raised at that time as the
American operators started to eat a chunk of the market, but
at the end the day Macau could not have wished for anything
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better. International casino operators have made the fortune
of Macau and I believe the same thing will happen in the
Philippines. At the end of the day Resorts World is creating
new job opportunities, synergies with other industries and is
bringing new tourists to the Philippines. The project alone
is expected to produce 3,000 direct and 21,000 indirect
employment opportunities and this is all positive news on my
book. The Philippines is known for being the best source of
manpower but the sad reality is that we are suffering from
brain drain. We cannot stop our people from finding better job
opportunities abroad. On the economic front, the taxes that
we collect from their operation will soon make up for the
losses that we are experiencing in some
of our branches.
Why is Resorts World Manila so successful in
your opinion?
State-of-the-art technology, brand new facilities and welltrained staff. This is what customers want and this is what the
industry has to offer to stay competitive. PAGCOR is moving in
the same direction and in the first quarter of next year we will
start implementing some of the resolutions that we have put
forward in our planning sessions. We are looking to overhaul
our operation completely. You’ll see an entirely different
company next year.
And on the social front?
With all the success that PAGCOR has achieved through the
years, we have taken upon ourselves to give something back to
the community, apart from our mandated contributions to the
government. Since 2001 we have put in place various programs
that are intended to create long-term impact for different sectors
of society including malnourished schoolchildren, youths who
are hooked on drugs and victims of calamities. 춧

Photo: Benedict Gocuyo

˝

WITH ALL THE SUCCESS THAT PAGCOR HAS ACHIEVED
THROUGH THE YEARS, WE HAVE TAKEN UPON OURSELVES TO
GIVE SOMETHING BACK TO THE COMMUNITY, APART FROM
OUR MANDATED CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE GOVERNMENT.

˝
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The economy rallies
RECOVERY IS WELL UNDERWAY IN THE PHILIPPINES IN SPITE OF THE
RECESSION OF ITS MAIN TRADING PARTNERS AND A STRING OF
TYPHOONS THAT CAUSED MASSIVE DESTRUCTION IN THE FALL.
AS THE GLOBAL ECONOMY RECOVERS, THIS COULD BE ONE OF THE
MORE INTERESTING INVESTMENT DESTINATIONS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA.

t

TEXT: IDEA (INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS INC.)

he Philippines is among the few countries that have managed to defy expectations amid the global economic slowdown. On the brink of a recession with its modest performance in the first quarter of 2009, the economy appeared to have
escaped it altogether by mid-year’s end, with gross domestic
product (GDP) managing to grow by 1 percent in the first half.
This growth hinged on a steady flow of remittances that
fueled private consumption, which accounted for about threefourths of GDP. The central bank moved swiftly to ensure liquidity, increased spending pumped prime activity and confidence in the economy soon improved. Growth projections for
2009 and 2010 are now being revised upwards by the government from about 0.8 to 1.8 percent and 2.6 to 3.6 percent,
respectively, a clear indication that sentiments are, indeed,
much more improved than they were just a quarter ago.
The Philippine stock market index has also started to rally;
from a low of 1,759.33 in mid-March, the index has slowly risen
to come a few points within the 3,000 level by early November.
Challenges and threats, however, remain evident. Exports
have been on a constant decline since the fourth quarter of
2008. Consequently, manufacturing has seen negative growth
rates of about 7.0 percent over the past two quarters. Acting
Socioeconomic Planning Secretary Augusto Santos maintains
optimism in light of news that companies affected by the crisis have started rehiring. “I think the drop in exports this year
may not be that bad and we will have positive growth in
exports next year,” Santos said.
As problems basically stem from the outside, domestic
interventions can only mitigate the negative impact of the anemic demand from the US and Japan, the country’s major export
markets. The persistent slack in trade and production will continue to weigh down prospects for the entire economy, unless
the country finds ways to deal with the external shocks through
untapped opportunities. For one, it can look into diversifying
the export market beyond the US and Japan. Another would be
innovation; firms could be encouraged to adopt the production
of new commodities that can survive trade competition.
The good news is that signs of recovery have come out.
Such news boosts speculation that the global economy has
indeed bottomed out, but the pace of global recovery remains

in question. While developing economies are at the forefront
of the upturn, industrialized economies have yet to gain their
own momentum.
On the whole, there is little reason to doubt this momentum, although a few risks hang on the horizon. Together with
falling tax revenues resulting from slower economic activity,
the fiscal stimulus in the Philippines has pushed the budget
deficit to 237.5 billion pesos as of September, just a few billion
shy of the full-year target of 250 billion pesos. The general elections in 2010 will also exert greater pressure on the budget and
raise uncertainties further. All in all, the deficit needs to be kept
in check to ensure that the transition towards the next administration will not impede the expected recovery.
Of particular concern, too, are the losses caused by the
string of typhoons that struck the country recently. The damages to property and industry will dampen growth in the last
quarter of the year, while the damage to agriculture in Northern Luzon will require immediate attention to avert a possible
food shortage (and the ensuing inflation). For Ketsana and
Parma alone, the Department of Agriculture was reported to
have accounted for 24 billion pesos worth of damages.
“Growth could be higher if there’s going to be rehabilitation and reconstruction, which will mean higher gross value
added,” maintains the National Statistical Coordination Board
Director General Romulo Virola.
In spite of setbacks, the World Bank recently raised its
2009 growth projections for the Philippines to 1.4 percent — a
clear reversal from its previous forecast of negative 0.3 percent. This renewed optimism bodes well for the investment
climate. Although not quite back to their pre-crisis levels, net
portfolio inflows have already reached US$ 229.1 million in
the first nine months, up from a net outflow of US$ 889.1 million in the same period last year. “Foreign investors remained
upbeat on the Philippine market on account of the sustained
growth in overseas Filipino remittances and gross international reserves, as well as stable prices and interest rates,”
states the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.
With developed economies still in recession, it may be
time for investors to focus on emerging markets such as the
Philippines in search of higher returns. 춧
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THE IMPERFECT
SEPTEMBER WAS THE CRUELLEST MONTH FOR THE PHILIPPINES: TWO
MAJOR TYPHOONS WERE UNLEASHED WITH BRUTAL FORCE ON THE
COUNTRY CAUSING HUNDREDS OF DEATHS, THOUSANDS OF LOST
HOMES AND BILLIONS OF PESOS IN DAMAGE.
26
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STORM
TEXT: TINA ARCEO-DUMLAO
PHOTOS: JON AGUIRRE (UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED)

he sky was overcast on September 26 as the members of the basketball team of La Salle Green Hills
headed out to face the rival team from San Beda
High School.
But then again, a dark sky is usual when a tropical storm
enters the Philippines during typhoon season, which is why
the players and their parents thought nothing of it and proceeded to the gym with enthusiasm and excitement.
As the heated game progressed, however, the rain came in
torrents and it was loud enough to drown out the sound of the
referees’ whistles.
Yet even then, the cheering parents and children had no
idea that Ketsana, which would be known locally as Ondoy,
was dumping a month’s worth of rain on Manila and the nearby provinces on that particular Saturday.
They only got a taste of Ketsana’s wrath when they
emerged from the gym just before noon and saw students
wading through knee-deep water inside the school, with the
rain showing no signs of abating.
Some of the cars in the parking lot, including that of the
team coach, were already submerged in water after just a couple of hours. Parents who managed to drive out found themselves stranded later in various parts of Manila with thousands of other Filipinos who were caught unaware by the rage
of Ketsana. They were only able to get back to their homes the
next day, when the full extent of the damage caused by the
tropical storm came into focus.
They were the lucky ones. Horror stories started to be told
of families drowned by floodwaters or stranded for hours on
their rooftops, businessmen who lost everything they had
invested and farmers who watched as their crops were washed
away by the rain.
Three months later, we know that in some parts of the city
Ketsana dumped a total of 455 millimeters of rain in 24 hours,
which is almost double the amount that Hurricane Katrina
unleashed on New Orleans.
Ketsana was quite simply the worst storm in 50 years, submerging 80 percent of the cities of Marikina, Cainta and Pasig.
Over 1.3 million people were displaced and the cost of the damage reached about 11 billion pesos in infrastructure and 24 billion pesos in agriculture. The country is now working double
time to secure millions of tons of rice as rice producing fields
were utterly destroyed.
That Ketsana caused so much damage can be attributed to a
number of factors. Thousands of informal settlers call the banks
of canals and estuaries home, which makes it impossible for
the rivers and the rain to quickly and easily flow out to the surrounding bays. Also, as urban planner Felino Palafox Jr. of
Palafox and Associates puts it, Metro Manila, which is already
prone to flooding because it is just a few meters above sea level,
is “a bathtub with 21 faucets, but no drain.”
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Then there’s the fact that the massive Sierra Madre mountain range on the eastern part of the Philippines is no longer as
forested as it used to be, and thus not able to stop the rain from
flowing straight down to the rivers and waterways of Manila and
then on to Laguna de Bay.
The country and its people were just starting to find their
footing after the onslaught of Ketsana when Parma (local code
name Pepeng) came barrelling down just a week later and ravaged the northern part of the main island of Luzon. Parma stayed
strong and lingered over northern Luzon for 10 days before finally making its way to the South China Sea. As meteorologists
pointed out in puzzlement, it was very unusual for a typhoon to
stay so long over dry land without losing strength. That strength
took its toll on the provinces that had been spared the worst of
Ketsana. Aggravating the already dire situation was the opening
of the gates of a major dam, causing 5,000 cubic meters per second of water to flood crop-producing provinces.
One more typhoon would come shortly after, leaving the
Philippines ravaged by three disasters in just a month.
Tragedies, however, have a way of bringing out the best in people, and the aftermath of Ketsana and Parma was no different,
with ordinary citizens and institutions alike coming together to
help the victims. Corporations were quick to launch relief operations, rallying their employees to put in extra hours to pack food,
clothing, and medicine for the victims. Some employees even
volunteered to reach out to their fellow workers and help them
clean out their homes muddied and damaged by floodwaters.
From offering free laundry services to extended repayment periods on loans and insurance premiums and discounts on labor
and car parts, local and multinational companies came up with
different ways to ease the burden for the Filipinos badly hit by
the tropical storms.
Help from abroad also poured in quickly. DHL dispatched a
cargo plane to the Philippines and also lent its expertise in 쑺쑺
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OPPOSITE: Fragile houses were completely destroyed in the poorer areas
of Manila; THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE): Streets become canals
where canoes and tricycles cause traffic jams; The armed forces
intervene to save families stranded in rooftops; A businessman
contemplates the damage to his goods.
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orchestrating relief operations to the government, while the corporate headquarters opened up savings accounts to channel
financial aid to the Philippines.
According to Lorenzo Tan, who heads the World Wide Fund
for Nature in the Philippines, natural disasters have always
existed, but by now it is common knowledge not just among
the scientific community that climate change will create
stronger and more frequent typhoons and hurricanes. These
typhoons are even likely to hit areas that have long been
spared the phenomenon and thus are ill-prepared to cope with
its debilitating effects. Manuel V. Pangilinan, chair of the
Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co., who was tasked by
the government to help in coming up with a comprehensive
reconstruction plan to rehabilitate the damaged areas, says
that part of the solution is literally to go greener: plant more
trees, the right kind in the right place. Without trees in the
mountain ranges, water, mud and debris rush down to the
cities when typhoons come, causing expensive damage and
heart-wrenching trauma. Tan also cites the steady increase in
sea levels caused by global warming, which means that the
flat coastal towns of the Philippines will face more tragedy.
Even now, months after Ketsana and Parma, many villages in
Manila and in nearby provinces are still flooded.
Pangilinan says that it will indeed take billions of pesos and
a strong dose of political will to come up with solutions needed
to “calamity-proof” the Philippines. There simply is no other
choice with climate change steadily marching in.
“Every time, after a fire, flood or earthquake, the people of
this land have come back to build anew. This time, however, we
must build better and higher, than we did before,” Pangilinan
says. “We must not leave our destiny to the scourge of nature,
and we must start now.” 춧

“EVERY TIME,
AFTER A FIRE, A
FLOOD OR
EARTHQUAKE,
THE PEOPLE OF
THIS LAND HAVE
COME BACK
TO BUILD
ANEW. “
In the days following
the storms, a life that
can be called “normal”
returns to the streets.
Children use the water
as a playground,
cyclists wade through
it and Filipino
creativity is brought
into play: even
bathtubs are used to
transport ladies who
still have enough
panache to protect
their white skins from
the sun.
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Ordinary Heroes
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or almost a week, Caroline Sagun and her family
stayed in a cramped evacuation center. Her house in
a suburban town in Laguna, an hour’s ride from
Manila, was submerged in floodwaters after Typhoon Ketsana
hit the Philippines on the later part of September.
Sagun was one of the hundreds of employees of PAGCOR
who were affected by the typhoon. For a time, inundated
towns, starving children, muddy pavements, damaged properties and public classrooms-turned-evacuation-centers were
mundane sights for her and thousands of Filipinos.
“The floodwaters came so swiftly that we barely had the
time to save our belongings,” she said.
Although distraught like the hundreds of thousands
typhoon victims, Sagun said she had a reason to be thankful;
her family was transferred to a safe place by PAGCOR’s relief
and rescue team.
Since September 27, the morning after Ketsana hit Manila,
PAGCOR had been deploying medical and rescue teams to floodsubmerged towns, rescuing trapped victims and sending tons of
food items, drinkable water tankers, medicine and vitamins to
evacuation centers in various parts of Manila, the southern Tagalog provinces, and central and northern parts of Luzon.
In less than a week’s time, PAGCOR had helped close to
15,000 individuals — most of them children and elderly who

TEXT: KRISTINA OMBAO PHOTO: JESUS CASABAR

were getting sick in overcrowded evacuation sites. At least 50
volunteer doctors and medical practitioners from PAGCOR’s
Health Department and partners from other institutions helped
attend to the medical needs of evacuees.
PAGCOR also donated three rubber boats to the National Disaster Coordinating Council (NDCC) to be used in rescue missions, which lasted for more than two weeks in inundated areas.
“Many people have lost their homes, their families and their
livelihood to the typhoons. Some of us who have been spared
from the disasters should be the first to send a message of hope
to our countrymen,” PAGCOR Chairman Efraim Genuino said.
True enough, most PAGCOR employees rendered their
services for free during the height of the typhoons: joining relief
operations on weekends, packing tons of relief goods and even
working for two straight shifts to provide manpower and logistical support to the service mission teams.
“It was tiring. But this is not just a job. This is a commitment. Deep inside, you feel a sense of pride for having
helped someone in your own little way,” a volunteer PAGCOR
employee said.
The storms have passed. The skies are finally clear. But if
there is something that the disasters have taught Filipinos apart
from nurturing nature, it was the act of selfless giving; and that
in every person, there is an ordinary hero waiting to be born. 춧
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BUNCHED
UP IN BOXES
TEXT: CARMEN MOURA

RIGHT:“Bunched up in boxes”, 2008,
by Romina Diaz.
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hen disaster strikes it’s
always the faces of children we see first.
We see them in the news, in the
magazines, in our imaginations. They
don’t suffer more than frail elderly people, maybe not even more than their
own parents who are aware of what
they’ve lost in a typhoon, a fire, a hurricane, a flood. The parents know how
much work it will take to get back on
their feet, and the parents worry about
the children.
Yet it always seems so much more
unfair on the kids, especially if in the
midst of a line while waiting for food or
medicine or a roof they turn to really
smile at you. Or if, as in Manila, they
laugh outside the window of your car
while trying to sell you some flowers.
“What’s your name???” they ask and
then shriek with laughter.
Romina Diaz says she got into photography because “with just a click of a
button at the right moment, you can
catch reality in all its power and beauty.
It’s quiet, it’s sincere, and it speaks volumes about a place, a person, a feeling.”

Her project Living on Loring included
photographs of young children that she
met on the street of the same name while
they played outside her gates. “I knew
that I had many things they didn’t, but
despite our differences, at the end of
the day, we were all just children,”
writes Diaz.
Returning as an adult, Diaz embarked
on her project and not only gave young
girls cameras to express their own realities, she also felt compelled to do a
series about them, even though she was
told there were too many poverty photos around.
The image opposite is part of Diaz’s
series. It expresses the contradictions
of a country. Bunched up in boxes, the
children are curious, quiet or asleep.
Some are smiling as they dream. 춧

Romina Diaz is an artist, photographer, singer,
and arts educator. She is finishing her B.A. in
Fine Arts at the Accademia di Belle Arti in Florence. Her works have been exhibited in Italy
and Poland. Living on Loring is her first major
exhibition.
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Go
greener
in
2010
TEXT: CARMEN MOURA
PHOTO: APY AREVALO

Climate change is a reality. As Al Gore has pointed out, “an inconvenient truth”.
Your children may live in a world where green
expanses have turned arid, glaciers have melted
and water levels have risen, changing coastlines
and even swallowing cities. They may only know
what a polar bear, the Philippine eagle or a panda
are through images sadly pointing out their
extinction.
We’ve tried to harness nature for our own purposes, and upset its delicate balance. The typhoons
that killed almost a thousand people in the Philippines alone this September are only one example
of the force that nature can unleash on us, if we
don’t respect it and take action now.
Through the exaggerated use of technology,
wastefulness and ignorance we have dramatically
increased the amount of carbon dioxide in the
Earth’s atmosphere and temperatures keep rising. Severe storms and droughts are increasing,
and human beings, sometimes the most helpless
ones, will keep paying for our neglect.
If we are to keep one resolution in 2010 it should
be: Go Greener. Start with small steps and you
will find yourself moving to new ones and finally
making a difference. Here is a checklist: Think,
before you waste energy. And waste less of it. 춧

R Replace a regular incandescent light bulb with a
compact fluorescent light bulb.
! Move your thermostat down 2 degrees in winter
and up 2 degrees in summer.
R Clean or replace filters on your furnace and air
conditioner.
& Install a programmable thermostat.
R Wrap your water heater in an insulation blanket.
! Use less hot water.
R Use a clothesline instead of a dryer whenever
possible.
R Turn off electronic devices you're not using.
& Unplug electronics from the wall when you're
not using them.
R Only run your dishwasher when it is full and use
the energy-saving setting.
R Insulate and weatherize your home.
! Be sure you're recycling at home.
R Buy recycled paper products.
& Plant a tree.
R Switch to green power.
W Buy locally grown and produced foods.
! Buy fresh foods instead of frozen.
R Seek out and support local farmers markets.
! Buy organic foods as much as possible.
R Avoid heavily packaged products.
& Eat less meat.
W Reduce the number of miles you drive by
walking, biking, carpooling or taking mass transit
wherever possible.
R Keep your car tuned up.
W When it is time for a new car, choose a more fuel
efficient vehicle.
& Fly less.
From the website www.climatecrisis.net
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PIRIT OF
THE TIMES

SINCE HER RISE AS THE
PHILIPPINES’ MOST CRITICALLY
ACCLAIMED ACTRESS,
IZA CALZADO HAS BEEN
RUNNING TOWARD MORE
POWERFUL PERFORMANCES,
A HUNGER FOR HOSTING,
OR HOLLYWOOD JUST ON
THE HORIZON. A LOOK
AT HER PAST, PRESENT
AND FUTURE.
TEXT: PAOLO LORENZANA
PHOTOS: WAWI NAVARROZA
CONCEPT: CARMEN MOURA
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za Calzado has been running a lot these days. Everywhere, you might say, given the multitude of emotive
shots and screen spots that make it possible to catch
her on a “Coming Soon” movie poster via newspaper, accompanying a write-up for an event she hosted when you turn the
page, and wringing tears out on the teaser of a new afternoon
soap. So that when you’re driving down Manila’s spinal highway, EDSA, seeing a slimming center’s billboard with her body
as taut testimonial isn’t surprising.
It’s been a drastic change of pace for her. A far cry from the
relatively relaxed stride she took two years ago, when we literally set out on foot for a magazine interview in late 2007, Iza
requesting we walk three-or-so blocks to the mall for tofu chips.
At the time, the already lauded actress had just wrapped shooting The Echo, the Hollywood remake of a thriller she’d done
in ‘04, which had her single-handedly raising a banner for Filipinos making international crossovers in film. It was a rightful milestone for someone who, as a teen, had been overlooked
by the industry for being overweight.
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THE CALM, PROUD GLANCE
OF A PRE-HISPANIC PRINCESS
IS CAPTURED FOR ETERNITY.
GOLD NECKLACE WITH ASSORTED COLORS, GOLD
KOKET FASHION
ACCESSORIES, ROCKWELL POWER PLANT MALL.

EARRINGS WITH BEADS FROM

THE SWELTERING TROPICAL HEAT IS TOO MUCH FOR A SEÑORITA IN SPANISH-GOVERNED MANILA.
DEEP RED AND BLACK LAYERED GOWN BY HAPPY ANDRADA (63) 9175242779; BLACK SAPATILLA WITH BEADS AND CARVINGS BY MICHELLE BALDEMOR (63) 9209456217;
PEARL EARRINGS FROM D!LUXE ROCKWELL POWER PLANT MALL.
HIGH PROFILE / WINTER 2009
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IT’S HARD TO SAY GOODBYE TO HER LOVER WHILE WWII RAGES AND THE PARTISANS
FIGHT AGAINST JAPANESE OCCUPIERS.
SILVER AND GOLD ROBE AND PINK CAMISOLE WITH BLACK LACE FROM HOT PINK LINGERIE; KHAKI PANTS BY JOY RAGO (63) 9204930754.
MODEL: LANCE HOWARD OF MERCATOR.
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SOPHISTICATED AND JOYFUL TIMES AT THE NIGHTCLUBS ALONG MANILA BAY IN THE 50S.
A FRANK SINATRA LOOK-ALIKE SERENADES A LOCAL BEAUTY.
TULLE BALL GOWN BY KATE UMALI; PEARL EARRINGS AND V-SHAPED SPARKLING NECKLACE FROM D!LUXE ROCKWELL POWER PLANT MALL. BLACK SUIT AND PANTS FROM EXCLUSIVELY HIS;
WHITE LONG SLEEVED SHIRT WITH FRENCH CUFF FROM NAVARRO, ROCKWELL POWER PLANT MALL. MODEL: MIKEE CARRION OF PMAP
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“I FIND IT SO FUN
THAT PEOPLE DON’T
KNOW WHAT I’M
GOING TO DO
NEXT. THAT EVEN I
DON’T KNOW. I
PROBABLY JUST
NEED SOMETHING
INSIDE ME TO START
BURNING.”

THE PRESENT: IZA RELAXES
AFTER A LONG SHOOT.
SHE EMBODIES THE TALENTED,
BEAUTIFUL, INDEPENDENT
WOMAN: THE SPIRIT OF
HER TIMES.
BLACK JERSEY GOWN BY MARTIN BAUTISTA
(63) 9173765501

Following her across Makati’s sidewalks, you could sense
the anticipation in her step, whose briskness seemed to
acknowledge so much of the future’s possibility. Her schedule
made walks like ours rare, she said, but she still wanted to take
up running. Maybe she could even become a triathlete, Iza giddily professed that night.
“I did?” she says incredulously after I quote Then-Iza back
to Present-day Iza, whose sprint through stardom’s commitments might just be as high-intensity as the actual running she
made good on two years later. “I don’t know — it was a dream, a
goal. If you want to be in tip-top shape when you’re older, you’re
gonna have to start looking the part. I think I only try to be the
best I can be and I don’t know what that is unless I try it.”
Indeed, you could consider the past two years trying for
someone who has asserted herself as a darling of the dark role.
Like in the TV drama Impostora, where she played separatedat-birth twins who share downtrodden fates; or as an adulteress to an assassin in political thriller Bente (Twenty); and, most
recently in martial law-era indie Dukot (Scorch), where an
activist boyfriend becomes a forced witness to her rape.
“Why don’t they give me a romantic comedy?” she says,
laughing at having to take on the dirty job of drama on an
almost daily basis. That’s why there’s been more of Iza speaking into a mic than weeping for a camera lately. Taking the
stage as queenly commentator for the Binibining Pilipinas
Pageant early this year proved to be a welcome change and
challenge for her. More so when her erstwhile aim of doing
vocals for a metal band led to her riotous roar as a host for the
NU Rock Awards last week.
There’s also her stint as the newest judge on reality fame
factory StarStruck, a show that becomes midwife to the newest
celebrities through the digital democracy of text and online
voting. “It’s an opportunity for me to venture into something
I’ve never done before and probably learn from it — good or
bad,” she says of the show, even if, with two other industry stalwarts as co-judges, it’s Iza who’ll end up schooling the 14
showbiz soldiers with wise words and an occasional finger
wagging.
StarStruck is an easy entry point to entertainment. It is certainly different from her seven-year climb, which began after
the death of her mother, when her decision to do something
with her life led to seizing a Pantene commercial. Her understated beauty and her vulnerability prompted her rise from
shampoo-ad obscurity and primetime bit roles to an early fil-
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mography that reads like a masochistic role call: Iza as an
estranged wife in her first film, as a drug addict in Blackout, as
a prostitute in Mona: Singapore Escort. It was almost as if directors got of a kick out of airdropping her into heavily emotional
arenas. “I had no acting background but I wanted to deliver
from day one. I had time to play with acting,” she explains of
the versatile fare that would rack up an acting award or two.
Today’s reality showdowns may have ushered in a new
quick way of becoming a “somebody”, but Iza has remained
committed to craft. “I’m also thinking how long I can last in
this strain game of staying up ‘til seven in the morning for taping,” she says, alluding to another high drama in the works
and her need for ‘biz breathers like hosting. “That’s why for
the past year, I’ve been seeing if I can venture into other
things. I realized it’s really time to make new dreams.”
She also builds dreams for others, as her work with poverty-pounding foundation Gawad Kalinga (GK) has shown. And
then there was promoting Typhoon Ketsana GK efforts along
with her need to promote a new show, keeping her in a studio
during the devastation. “I was so mad. Am I not going to be out
there?” she says of having to answer calls for a televised
helpline instead of giving actual hands-on help. “But I was
thinking, maybe it’s important to be in front of a camera, making people aware.”
After Ketsana, visiting areas where floodwaters hadn’t
receded meant her significance hadn’t either. “I helped in
some way but still felt that I didn’t get to do much. But I
can’t beat myself up because I wasn’t directly affected by it.
The main thing is to consistently help whenever we can,”
she offers.
It’s a sentiment that illuminates Iza’s momentum at this
point. That even with her tight grip on the quality of her work
during these quickly changing times, there is no settling for
her. No stopping, even if the “best she can be” — as the host of
a healthy cooking show she’s excited about or in a possible
attempt to head out to Hollywood despite The Echo being a flop
— is unclear.
“I find it so fun that people don’t know what I’m going to
do next. That even I don’t know. I probably just need something inside me to start burning. Then I can put some plans
into action. Is it too much by feel?” she considers, her giggle
shifting into a grin; cheekbones more prominent since last I’d
seen her this close. “That’s why I run. I can tell myself, ‘okay,
I’m alright…I’m energized.’” 춧

SET DESIGN: RAFFY TESORO/ STYLING: KREAME ISAAC /BODY PAINTING: RAMON DIAZ /MAKE UP: JAKE GALVEZ OF TONY GALVEZ SALON FOR L’OREAL PROFESSIONAL/HAIR: TANGO OF TONY GALVEZ SALON
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THE FUTURE IS GREEN.
LETTUCE AND DRAGON FRUIT BY NATURE ITSELF.
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WORK
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HANDS

COAXING SHAPES
FROM
WOOD,
BRONZE, CLAY AND
SILVER,
SCULPTOR
DUDDLEY
DIAZ
CHISELS A MYTHICAL
WORLD
THAT
IS
INSPIRED
BY
HIS
EXPERIENCES IN THE
PHILIPPINES
AND
ITALY.

TEXT AND PHOTOS: MARCO VENDITTI

a
DIAZ HAS BEEN
DEVELOPING
HIS ART AND
UNIVERSE OF
MYTHICAL
FIGURES:
TWO DISTANT
WORLDS, YET
SIMILAR IN
WAYS THAT
GO BEYOND
PURE FORMS.

sudden smell of cypress, reminiscent of a summer day in Tuscany, meets me at the doorstep of
Duddley Diaz’s temporary studio in Manila.
There, resting on a table, stands a wooden
sculpture of an androgynous and ageless
figure, its eyes gazing somewhere in the distance. While strokes of primary colors
define its contours, the irregular facets convey a sort of childish innocence to the face.
Soon I find out that I am looking at one
of Diaz’s trademarks as a sculptor: he is considered an eminence when it comes to wood
work. “This particular piece I shipped all the
way from Italy,” he says. “Cypress is much
more capricious than other woods, but more
interesting at the same time.” As he
explains the nuances of the material, Diaz’s
eyes remain focused on a dark piece of
African mahogany he’s chiseling with
impressive speed and precision. The final
piece will be part of an altar commissioned
by a local church.
Florence and Manila forge the dual
dimension where Diaz has been developing
his art and universe of mythical figures: two
distant worlds, yet similar in ways that go
beyond pure artistic forms.
Diaz began molding features of saints in
aluminum foil and toothpaste caps when he
was only six years old and never stopped.
The bliss he derives from sculpting is still
evident, and is the first thing one notices
upon meeting him. Diaz’s work spans several decades and it has recently culminated
in a mid-career retrospective held at the
Jorge B. Vargas Museum in Manila.

TOP LEFT: Amansinaya (2005) is the Tagalog goddess of the sea. Fertile is the Night (2005): Eve emerges from Adam’s rib. Both: Polychromed African mahogany.
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TOP: Awakening of a Young God, 2008 Center: Flying Figure Over a Starry Night, 2005 BOTTOM: La Regina della Notte # 2, 1997
LEFT: The Virgin & The Unicorn, 2005 RIGHT: Dionysus/Nino, 2008

BELOW RIGHT: The Goddess Mebuyan (1998). Cast bronze.
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Diaz’s work does not limit itself to wood; it was in fact a
procession cast in bronze that first caught the attention of critics when he was still a student of fine arts at the University of
the Philippines. Clay, terracotta, marble and silver turned into
jewelry are also his sculptural medium.
If one had to choose a trait that characterizes his persona
as well as his work, it would be his innate happiness, an inner
joy that radiates peaceful strength contagious to anyone
around him and that finds expression in his figures.
“I had a happy childhood,” admits Diaz. “I was always surrounded by an extended family that provided a comfort zone
as well as a source of countless stories and legends to fuel my
imagination.”
Because of his reinterpretation of standard Christian iconography, he has often been defined as a religious artist, although it
is the spiritual dimension of his work that seems to draw people
in more than their purely religious significance.

“Diaz’s spirituality and his ‘primitivist’ sensibility call to
mind the imagenes repulsivas (repulsive images) cast away by
friars because they thought these things were not fit for veneration in colonial time,” explains Patrick D. Flores, curator of the
Vargas Museum, in his introductory note to The Art of Duddley
Diaz, a book by Alice Guillermo.
In fact Diaz’s work seems to exist in a middle ground
where Christianity meets pagan symbols. And what better
places to develop this particular style than
countries like Italy and the Philippines: both
deeply Catholic, but also eternally attracted
to polytheism and folklore.
“When I arrived in Italy as a student for
the Accademia di Belle Arti in Florence, I
realized that these two countries had a
lot of the mythological figures I knew
as a child in common,” he
explains. “Take Mebuyan for
instance, our goddess of fertility. Her characteristics are basically the same of Artemis, the
goddess in Greek and Roman
mythology.”
Figures like Haliya, the
goddess of the moon, or
the owl, messenger of
sacred and spiritual signs,
are also recurrent symbols
in Diaz’s work.
Sitting in the garden of
his friend, sculptor Agnes Arellano, I ask Diaz to tell me more
about Haliya. He and Agnes begin a story which suddenly
turns in an unexpected direction with both sculptors trying to
recollect nuances while inevitably adding elements of their
own. “Well that’s the beauty of oral tradition,” says Diaz laughing, “nobody expects you to remember these stories perfectly,
what is important is to make them interesting.”
The day is about to end and Diaz has something more
important to do besides talking about art. His wife has just
given birth to a baby girl and he seems totally immersed in
his new role as a father. “You know, when they say that having a baby totally changes your life it’s not purely theoretical.
Something chemical really happens to your body,” he says
with a certain amount of surprise as well as pleasure.
A new chapter in the life of Duddley Diaz has begun. 춧
To know more about the work of Duddley Diaz visit and contact:
www.galleriaduemila.com and www.duddleydiaz.com
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ou would expect a considerable amount of attitude
from an actress who was voted the most beautiful
woman in the 61st Film Festival at Cannes. After all,
she was chosen over film goddesses of the caliber of Penélope
Cruz, Natalie Portman or Salma Hayek.
But Mercedes Cabral has no time for that. She is too busy
dealing with a deep inner world instead.
“I like to express who I really am,” she says when asked to
pose for this article. No studios, no fancy props, no make-up
artist. She chooses instead the atelier of her old mentor Alfred
Galvez, a muralist and body-paint artist.
There she offers her naked back as a canvas while she
answers some random questions.
“To be in this studio, far away from everything and everybody is like being in a spa for me, it works like therapy,” she
says.
Mercedes and Alfred have known each other for a long time,
since she was a student at the University of the Philippines and
a struggling model. The two don’t need to talk much, although
she often breaks up in laughter as the brushes drenched in deep
acrylic colors tickle a particular spot on her back.
“She used to pose for me for hours and never complain
once,” says Alfred, whose work as a muralist is found in highend residences all over Manila.
Mercedes’ breakthrough in the film industry came early on
with a role in Serbis, the controversial and critically-acclaimed
film by Brillante Mendoza.
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Serbis was nominated for the Palme D’Or at the Cannes Film
Festival in 2008 and Mercedes was suddenly catapulted into the
international sphere. In Cannes critics noticed not only her
unique and exotic beauty, which tends to be defined as pure Filipina or “Pinoy”, but also her capacity to embrace a role until it
literally turns into a second personality.
“I like to observe the world around me,” she says. “I go out
and I look for real people who could match the character that I
have to play. Then I start to imitate them to the smallest details.
That’s why it takes me so long to switch off once the film is over.”
Mercedes confesses also that she was shocked when she
heard that an online poll by paparazzi judged her as the most
beautiful actress at the festival.
She says this suddenly lifting her eyes to the camera and
one can immediately see what directors find in her. Mendoza
had apparently already closed the casting for Serbis when he
allowed one last audition. After seeing the rushes he had no
doubt that Mercedes was perfect for the role he had in mind.
“Working with Brillante was a real experience,” Mercedes
says. “I had no script and I didn’t even know what the other
characters were all about. He would only ask me to concentrate on my role and if I ever overacted, even for just an
instant, he would catch it right away.”
Mercedes’ relation with Mendoza continued a year later
when she acted in Kinatay, the independent Filipino film
which won the award for Best Director at the 62nd Cannes Festival in 2009.
“I love to work on indie films because of the artistic freedom they provide, but also I feel ready to be in bigger productions,” says Mercedes. “As an actress I think it is important to
stay flexible.”
Her commitment to the roles she plays did not go unnoticed by Korean director Park Chan-wook, the creator of the
successful Vengeance Trilogy (Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance,
Oldboy and Sympathy for Lady Vengeance) who cast Mercedes
in his new film Thirst, an original take on vampires in which
Mercedes plays a passionate Filipina.
“I haven’t seen the film yet,” says Mercedes, “but I know
that it will be released in the United States soon.”
While waiting for the next offer, Mercedes who has just
came back from Korea, is taking time off to ponder her future.
“I would like to work in the US if possible. This is my
dream, but I wouldn’t mind working in Europe as well.”
Meanwhile, Alfred has almost finished his painting and we
have time for a few more photographs before the end of the day.
“What about running down the street showing the neighbors your brand new back?” I ask almost as a joke. But Mercedes,
who clearly enjoys challenges, doesn’t think twice about kicking
off her shoes and running down the stairs with the spontaneity
that often goes talent. At one point she turns back, almost
scared, but her thrust forward seems destined to last. 춧
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DRIVING
PASSION
IN A TIME WHERE RENTING EXPENSIVE CARS, EVEN JUST FOR A DAY,
IS BECOMING AN INCREASINGLY COMMON PASTIME, DODO
MACAPAGAL STAYS TRUE TO HIS VALUES AS A CAR COLLECTOR.
TEXT AND PHOTOS: MARCO VENDITTI

k

nown for his passion and knowledge of vintage
sports cars, Dodo Macapagal would rather spend a
lifetime restoring vehicles that he truly loves instead
of getting behind a steering wheel just for the fun of it.
“Car collecting is definitely a man’s world,” admits Macapagal. “Women are usually there trying to stop us before our
next acquisition. And you can’t blame them either, as these
things are expensive and high maintenance to say the least.”
But passions are hard to control, that’s why Macapagal
bought his first Mustang in 1970 and hasn’t stopped collecting
ever since. “I had seen this model, a 1965 Mustang Fastback
2+2, as a student at the Ateneo [University] of Manila and I
knew one day I had to own one. When I went to live in the US
it was of the first things I ever bought. You can call it my greatest love, I guess.”
Many decades later the exact same car sits in his garage in
Manila covered by a thick protective blanket and looks far from
ready to hit the road. “I restored it and dismantled it more than
once, because what I really like is to rebuild my cars from
scratch and bring them back to their original splendor,” he
explains. “My wife keeps telling me that she will bury me in
one of them one of these days.”
Macapagal paid US $600 for his poppy-red 1965 Mustang
— although the original color was a classic Caspian blue; today
the same car is worth over US$ 35,000. Yet he is never after
profit when he buys a new car, he just follows his instinct and
passion. “You can argue that vintage sport cars appreciate in
value over the years, but if you consider all the money and time
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A 1967 CORVETTE CAMARO IS IN MINT
CONDITION AND LOOKS LIKE A PREDATOR
READY TO JUMP ON ITS PREY.
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I have spent restoring them I wouldn’t say it was a great
investment. On the contrary I could have bought several
apartments instead.”
Macapagal has a fascination with muscle cars and he
points to a white 1967 Corvette Camaro parked few meters
away. The car is in mint condition and it looks like a predator ready to jump on its prey. As he turns the engine on, a
mean V8 Big Block, 427 cu.in, the car roars with a power
that is hard to resist.
“These cars are also fun to drive,” adds Macapagal, “as
opposed to English sports cars for instance, which I began collecting few years ago. You need to be mechanically inclined to
lean towards the English cars as they tend to have problems
with their electrical systems.” In fact, he owns a bright red
Volkswagen Karmann Ghia, but we decide to take his white
Camaro out. “Camaros have power steering, power breaks,
power top and air conditioning,” he says with a smile, “now
you know why they are more fun to drive.”
Along the road people keep turning their heads as the
car passes by, and Macapagal looks like a gentleman with a
sense of old world distinction. “The American base was still
active in the Philippines when I started collecting muscle
cars during the 80s. Most of them were imported by Ameri-

“I REALLY LIKE TO REBUILD MY
CARS FROM SCRATCH AND
BRING THEM BACK TO THEIR
ORIGINAL SPLENDOR.”
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can service men who would sell the car into the local market once their job was over,” he explains. “At that time
import was restricted, whereas nowadays it’s much easier
for new collectors to buy them from abroad.”
“If I have to sell one of my cars, I prefer to pass them on
to one my friends so that I can see the cars running from
time to time,” he explains. “After having worked so much on
a car it would be terrible to think of it sitting somewhere just
to be looked at.”
Macapagal belongs to the Manila Sports Car Club and
periodically its members organize long runs in the Philippines, even if that means loading their cars aboard cargo
boats more equipped to handle containers and trucks than
vintage sports vehicles.
“Next time we want to go as far as Malaysia,” Macapagal
says. Despite the many years he has spent collecting and
restoring cars, he still keeps a spark of the original fire and
passion for what is truly a lifestyle choice rather than just a
hobby.
“I am at the sunset of my career as a collector,” he says
towards the end of our meeting, but I have trouble believing it.
Once you drive a Corvette Stingray or a 1967 Camaro for a day,
it’s hard to give up that wonderful feeling. 춧
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IN PURSUIT
OF HEALTH

AS THE BATTLE FOR UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE RAGES IN THE US AND AS
EUROPEANS FIND THEMSELVES WAITING IN LINE FOR NON-URGENT
PROCEDURES, THE PHILIPPINES IS OFFERING STATE-OF-THE-ART MEDICAL
TREATMENT AT A FRACTION OF THE COST ELSEWHERE.
TEXT: ANNA C. SOBREPEÑA ILLUSTRATION: YVONNE QUISUMBING

t

he Philippines is emerging in the global village as a
destination for those in pursuit of quality of life. Concerns for health and well-being are directing a growing number of foreigners to fly from different parts of the
world for sun, sea and the services of skilled doctors, placing the Philippines high among Asian countries as a destination for medical tourism.
Today there is a widespread premium placed on the
soundness of body and mind which accounts for the growth
of this 21st century industry. It’s spurred by a clientele opting to find less exorbitant alternatives to what is available in
their countries. Their reasons for not opting to tap health
insurance range from being underinsured, uninsurable or
unable to afford insurance. Elective procedures may also not
be covered by the policies.
Ballooning health care costs accompanied by downward
income pressure are leading individuals, corporations and
governments to venture beyond their borders in search of
cost-effective options to address their health and medical
needs. There is an average differential of 60 to 80 percent
on cost of procedures following the same internationally
accepted standards. For example, a bone-marrow transplant
that costs US $250,000 in the United States would only come

to US $20,000 in the Philippines. A price tag abroad is
equivalent to the same professional service here with post
procedural care and money left for a holiday.
Another factor affecting the growth of medical tourism is
the waiting time. Overextended government medical systems
have a backlog from the number of persons requiring medical
procedures. In Europe, it’s not uncommon to fall in line for a
non-emergency operation and wait two years before undergoing the required surgery. Europeans thus choose to fly as much
as 12 hours to their selected destination, proceed to the doctor’s office and within a week accomplish the purpose of their
visit with time enough to recover in comparative comfort.
“We are seeing three main categories of international
patients coming to the Philippines for health care,” says Dr.
Alfredo Bengson, director of the Medical City in Manila.
“There are traditional medical tourists who are looking to
bundle leisure with some form of elective service, usually in
the area of wellness or aesthetics. Others are patients with
more serious medical needs who come of their own accord
because they are unable to afford or access needed services
in their home countries. Finally, we have patients with HMO
coverage which support overseas treatment because of more
timely delivery and potential cost savings here.”
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Foreigners come for treatments ranking from dental and
cosmetic procedures to complex specialty areas such as oncology, cardiology and stem cell therapy. They also take advantage
of anything from rejuvenating spa treatments to long-term
health care and some even choose to retire in the Philippines.
People looking to improve their physical condition obviously factor in the credentials of the professionals they engage. The
competence and skill of Filipino health care providers is sufficiently established by successful practices and reputation. The
demand for Filipino doctors and nurses in the US is one indication. Their command of spoken English, which is the lingua
franca of medicine, is a definite advantage. Graduates from local
reputable medical schools are at par with colleagues who have
been trained abroad, and many opt to do post-graduate studies
outside the country and return afterwards. Medical workers
keep abreast of the latest scientific developments in different
fields through continual updates given at medical conferences,
through information exchanges online and participation in
research, studies and programs.
Several institutions have been accredited by international organizations specifically concerned with insuring the
quality of hospitals. The stamps of approval, given by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the
Joint Commission International (JCI), indicate quality management and services. Membership with these accrediting
agencies reflects an institutional commitment to pursue and
maintain a level of excellence.
There is a concerted effort to keep standards high
through accountability and monitoring. Considerable investments have been made on equipment to complement the
abilities of the trained doctors. On top of these, Filipinos are
known to be naturally friendly and caring, which translates
into an agreeable bedside manner that serves their patients
well in post-operative care.
The added bonus of having a medical procedure done in
the Philippines is recuperating at some of the best beaches
in the world. The archipelago has several seaside options
with accommodations and amenities to suit comfort levels
and budgetary requirements. Most of the establishments
provide spa and massage services to enhance the healing
time. A vacation may be a secondary reason to travel halfway
around the world. It is nonetheless a factor that can contribute to the recovery and sense of well-being that are necessary elements for quality of life. 춧
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PARTNER
HOSPITALS
FOR MEDICAL
TOURISM
St. Luke’s Medical Center
The first health care facility in the Philippines accredited by the Joint
Commission International (JCI) and the second in Asia, St. Luke’s
Medical Center was awarded the “Golden Enthusiasm” Seal of
Approval by the Department of Health.
www.stluke.com.ph

The Medical City
Over 1,000 experts in various fields make up a distinguished staff at
The Medical City. It’s known and accredited for maintaining the
highest international standards of quality.
www.themedicalcity.com

Makati Medical Center
Taking pride in a multidisciplinary approach to health, Makati
Medical offers a well trained staff, diagnostic excellence and stateof-the-art intensive care facilities.
www.makatimed.net.ph

Asian Hospital and Medical Center
Bumrungrad International of Bangkok, a recognized leader in health
care, is part-owner of Asian Hospital and Medical Center. With a
staff that includes specialists from Europe and the US
as well as Filipino doctors, Asian Hospital serves even the most
complex needs of its patients.
www.asianhospital.com

Manila Doctors Hospital
With 10 accredited medical specialty residency and fellowship
programs, Manila Doctors Hospital was the first in the capital city
to be ISO 9001:2000 certified.
www.maniladoctors.com.ph
For more global information visit also:
www.philippinemedicaltourism.com.ph
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HIGH-TECH BEAUTY
WHY NOT TRAVEL FOR BEAUTY? AND NOT JUST THE BEAUTY OF BEACHES AND
MONUMENTS, BUT YOUR OWN. A BURGEONING INDUSTRY IN THE PHILIPPINES
IS OFFERING COSMETIC PROCEDURES FOR A LESSER COST AT
STATE-OF-THE-ART CLINICS WITH SOME ORIGINAL TREATMENTS TO BOOT.
TEXT: ANNA C. SOBREPEÑA PHOTO: MARK NICDAO

MODEL: GIRLIE BENITEZ / STYLING: ROLAND LOTHO / MAKE UP: XENG ZULUETA USING SHU UEMURA LASHES / HAIR: JOEL ESTRELLES
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here is an extensive menu available during the lunch
hour in Manila that serves face lifts, ancient touch therapies and a variety of treatments to enhance what nature
has endowed. Both men and women are filling the appointment
books of professionals whose expertise is equal to counterparts
abroad and the increasing number of foreign nationals flying in
for some of these services is an acknowledgement of their competence. Lower costs, internationally accredited facilities and a
holiday thrown in have contributed to the rise of visitors taking
advantage of beauty treatments and surgeries here.
“Cost is a primary driver of medical tourism,” affirms Dr.
Eduardo Santos, M.D., Managing Director of Beverly Hills
6750 Multi-Specialty Aesthetic Institute. Ultimately, however,
it is the combination of cost effectiveness, overall treatment
success and patient satisfaction that is propelling the growth
of this industry sector.
The most in-demand procedures are lipoplasty popularly
known as liposuction, blepharoplasty or eyelid surgery, breast
implants and augmentation or mammoplasty, rhytidectomies
or face lifts, lipectomies or tummy tucks, nose jobs and Botox
injections. There are also several non-invasive applications
which promise to add a curve or erase fine lines without
scalpels or needles.
Laser technology works to stem the appearance of wrinkles
with a minimum of discomfort. The noninvasive procedure takes
only 45 minutes per session using the ELOS technology (electro
optical synergy), which is a blend of radio frequency and
infrared. It heats the collagen deep in the dermis that causes
skin to contract and allow new collagen to form.
“Most of the services we offer are based on science and technology developed in the western world,” says Dr. Maricar Cruz
of the Belo Medical Group. “Basic dermatological procedures
like facials, scrubs and laser treatments to tighten, lift and contour the face remain popular among clients. Ultrasound technology is also used on the body to melt fat cells which not just
reshapes the body but tones the skin as well.”
Some aesthetic centers address patient concerns with holistic programs which promote health and wellness. Dr. Santos
talks about a comprehensive approach that includes assessment, prescription and implementation of therapies. “When we
talk about non-invasive body shaping services, they not only

involve the usual dietary and exercise strategies, but focus
strongly on behavioral modification, endocrine evaluation and
metabolic support, and the use of technology like uni-polar and
bi-polar radiofrequency (Accent™) and the use of medications
such as appetite suppressants and fat blockers to jumpstart the
process and imprint motivation.”
Beverly Hills 6750 is in the process of developing a body
contouring lotion and gel using local brown algae as one the
active ingredients. There are several plans to develop distinctly
Filipino traditional medicine therapies.
The application of indigenous practice has escalated in the
last few years and is now offered in luxury spa establishments.
The hilot or deep tissue massage dates back to the days of Philippine forebears. It was the first recourse to most ailments and
involved the use of natural ingredients. This traditional therapy
is premised on the balance and flow of energy in the body. When
the balance is disturbed, kneading the affected areas can restore
the harmony of body and spirit.
The practice sometimes uses warm banana leaves, believed
to have antiseptic qualities and virgin coconut oil for healing.
The oil extracted from the palm tree is touted by naturapathic
doctors to be the healthiest on earth. It is also used as an ingredient in beauty products to revitalize and nourish. There are
other local plants and fruits that are used to counter the signs of
the years and promote youthfulness.
Beauty may also be just a coffee bean away. Beyond the perks
of a hot cup, it is the primary ingredient in a pampering service
to improve physical appearances. The dark, berry-like fruit harvested from the mountain province of Benguet is ground and
mixed with natural oils to exfoliate dead skin, improve circulation and reduce the appearance of cellulite.
A curiosity for many Caucasians is the popularity of skin
whitening procedures and products. Fair complexion is equated
with beauty in this country of natural tans. It is accomplished
via many ways, from the ingestion of pills available over the
counter, to soaps and creams in supermarket shelves. Most, if
not all, medical aesthetic facilities offer procedures to lighten
the color of the face and the entire body. With tans becoming
“so 20th century” and dermatologists the world over forbidding
too much sun to their age-conscious (or health-conscious)
patients, pale might just be the fashionable way to go. 춧
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The bet’s on bingo
WITH THE RISE OF ELECTRONIC GAMING, THE POPULARITY OF
BACCARAT AND THE GROWING ALLURE OF POKER, ONE MIGHT
EXPECT THAT THE GAME OF BINGO SHOULD FALL BY THE WAYSIDE.
YET, IT KEEPS CAPTURING CROWDS THROUGH ITS UNIQUE MIX
OF CONVIVIALITY, FUN AND THE THRILL OF WINNING.
TEXT: MARY ANNE CONDE ILLUSTRATION: A.J. OMANDAC

a

lthough nobody really knows how bingo found its
way to these shores, Filipinos have been playing it
for ages. From the tiniest neighborhoods in the countryside to the biggest shopping malls in the major cities, the
game never fails to draw a crowd.
Bingo is a favorite source of amusement, usually played during birthdays, town fiestas, carnivals, weekend family gatherings and on some occasions, even during wakes.
While the game itself was borrowed from other cultures, Filipinos have taken it as their own, adding local color and an extra
element of fun to the game.
Filipinos have devised “bingo lingo” which is the inventive
and often humorous way the combinations are called out. For
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example, the callers may say “sa letrang I, dalawang madreng
nakaluhod” (on the letter I, two kneeling nuns) which stands for
the combination “I-22”. They could also describe the number 5
as a pregnant woman, 7 as a palakol or sickle, and the number
10 as a thin man standing next to a fat or bald one, among other
similarly creative phrases.
Every bingo session is a noisy, exuberant affair, full of laughter and light-hearted ribbing. The more mischievous players will
even shout “Bingo!” just for kicks if they feel that the crowd is
becoming too serious, especially during the jackpot games.
The sessions are also a chance for friends and family to get
together and to catch up on the latest gossip and current affairs,
even politics. More often than not, the bingo caller is frequently

asked to repeat previously announced combinations because
some people have become too absorbed in their conversations
and have missed the numbers that were picked.
As with other Asian cultures, it’s the thrill of the unexpected win and the belief in swerte or luck that endears games of
chance like bingo to Filipinos. Next to lotto, this is one of the
most played numbers game.
Since it’s widely considered to be a community event
enjoyed by people of all ages with relatively low stakes (nobody
has gone bankrupt from playing bingo yet), the game is somehow “acceptable” even to the most stringent of critics against
gaming activities.
As a matter of fact, bingo could have become taboo in a predominantly Catholic country like the Philippines — or at the very
least discouraged. The irony of it, however, is that when a parish
needs to raise funds for its leaking roof or for one of its outreach
projects, it organizes special bingo sessions on certain Sundays
and on the festival days of its patron saint.
Aside from being a favorite pastime, bingo is also a lucrative
business. Its popularity has resulted in the mushrooming of
commercial bingo centers in shopping malls and other public
venues across the country and has even spawned a televised
game show.
Meanwhile, since 1994 the state-run Philippine Amusement
and Gaming Corporation (PAGCOR) has been offering bingo
games at some of its venues to raise revenues and as a way to
make itself more family-oriented. In 1996, it allowed the open-

ing of privately-owned bingo centers by granting proponents
licenses to operate.
Cash prizes offered by PAGCOR may go as high as one million pesos while other prizes include new cars, houses or lots,
and other luxury items.
Proceeds from these games support charitable institutions
such as halfway homes for street children and abused women,
centers for the elderly and the disabled and other humanitarian groups.
In more recent years, PAGCOR has introduced innovations
to the game such as electronic bingo and the Instant Charity
Bingo scratch card game. It also offers the Mobile Bingo Service,
which provides the equipment, paraphernalia and manpower to
help individuals, communities or organizations conduct their
own bingo fund-raisers.
With the rise of computers, electronic gaming machines and
hand-held devices as major sources of entertainment, especially
for the younger generation, it might seem that the popularity of
bingo may soon come to an end.
However, nothing comes close to the camaraderie that grows
between fellow bingo enthusiasts, the moment when the crowd
laughs in unison over a shared joke, the exultant cheers and
good-hearted teasing over the winners and losers and above all,
the thrill of winning no matter what the prize.
If the thousands of people who gather every year at the
Manila World Trade Center for the annual PAGCOR Bingo Bonanza is any indication, the bet is that this game is here to stay. 춧
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SUN,
SEAS,
AND
SUGAR

The Basilica del Santo Niño is one of the
most important landmarks of Cebu City;
BELOW: The city seen from the island of Mactan.

LOCATED IN THE SOUTHERN
VISAYAS REGION, NEGROS IS
A LAND MARKED BY
WELCOMING SMILES, NATURAL
WONDERS, A UNIQUE CULTURE
AND HISTORY, AND OH-SODELICIOUS FOOD.
TEXT: MIKA SANTOS

© Fritz Efenio
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w

hether you go to Negros for the festivals of
Masskara or Pintaflores, the powdery beaches and colorful coral reefs, the rice terraces,
or the Spanish heritage, you’ll find that there truly is something for everyone as you wind your way down the island’s
coastal highway.
Negros was originally named Buglas which meant “cut off”,
but was renamed by the Spaniards because of the darkskinned natives they encountered when they arrived in 1565.
For political, cultural and geographic reasons, the island is
divided into two provinces — Negros Occidental on the west
and Negros Oriental on the east.
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A LAND OF CULINARY AND
HISTORICAL BRILLIANCE, NEGROS
ALSO SERVES AS A PERFECT
PLAYGROUND FOR OUTDOOR
ENTHUSIASTS AND NATURE LOVERS.

Travelers often touch base in the Negros Occidental capital
of Bacolod City. Bacoleños take pride in their heritage which is
evident in the number of ancestral homes that have been
opened as historical destinations for tourists. Just outside of
Bacolod in the town of Talisay, you can visit the Aniceto Lacson House, a mansion sitting in the middle of a sugar plantation that was once the home of a famous revolutionary. A
Mediterranean dinner can be enjoyed in The Ruins, also in
Talisay, the erstwhile home of Mariano Lacson that was burned
down and turned into a restaurant.
Behind the developing city of Bacolod, you’ll find a laidback culture that loves the simple joys of living — family values, a night out with friends, and great food like the authentic
Chicken Inasal, a signature style of BBQ chicken that is now
famous all over the country.

PREVIOUS DOUBLE PAGE:
The Manjuyod Sandbar,
also known as “White
Sand” to locals;
Girl celebrating the
Pintaflores Festival
in San Carlos.

© Dinno Sandoval

© Jon Aguirre

© Dinno Sandoval
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THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE
LEFT): The Ruins at Talisay,
where dinner can be
arranged; Detail of The Ruins;
Near Bacolod, a tractor
prepares the land for another
season of planting sugarcane.
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bleeding heart pigeon and the Negros fruit dove. For those
who prefer sunny shores to mountaintops, there are a handful
of pristine beaches surrounding the city. Lakawon Island is a
tiny white sand island found off Cadiz City, and a few-hours
drive will take you to the mainland shores of Cauayan, Sipalay
and Hinoba-an.
Visitors may also enter Negros through the quiet city of
Dumaguete in the southeastern end or Negros Oriental. This
city is smaller than Bacolod, and while Ilonggo is the dialect of
choice there, Cebuano is spoken in Dumaguete due to its proximity to Cebu. The city has become a haven for foreign tourists
and nature lovers, who come not just for the natural wonders,
but for the unperturbed lifestyle as well. Watch the sunset
along Rizal Boulevard, then enjoy pizza, drinks and good
music at the Hayahay bar. Visit the century old Dumaguete
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But when thinking of food, it must be remembered that
Negros Occidental is known as the Sugar Capital of the Philippines and that desserts must be savored there. Go to Calea for
the best cakes and pastries, Felicia’s or Pendy’s for native delicacies like piaya, mango tarts, caramel tarts, Manapla puto,
and Roli’s for Napoleones, originally French pastries with a rich
creamy filling topped with a sweet sugary frosting.
More than just a land of culinary and historical brilliance,
Negros serves as a perfect playground for outdoor enthusiasts
and nature lovers. Just outside Bacolod, Mambukal Summer
Resorts in Murcia is a 24-hectare mountain resort with seven
waterfalls, natural swimming pools and hot springs. It is located on the trails leading up Mt. Kanlaon, the highest peak in
the Visayas region and a national park in itself. More than a
hundred bird species can be found only here, including the

THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT): A boy enjoys the most famous product of the
land, sugarcane; A face from Bacolod city; Taking a siesta during Masskara; In June,
the Mambukal Mountain Resort hosts the Mudpack Festival, where dancers cover
their faces in clay to symbolize their oneness with nature.
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The boulevards in Dumaguete offer stunning views and
an opportunity to mingle with the locals;
BELOW: Dolphins love to play in the Tañon Strait off Bais City.
© George Tapan

ABOVE:

쑲쑲

Belfry or pass by the town market to purchase fresh catches
from the sea. Be sure to try budbud from Tanjay City, a blend
of sticky rice, coconut milk and sugar with a stripe of chocolate, a delicious local version of the national delicacy suman.
Divers and snorkelers must head to the world-famous
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Apo Island, a marine sanctuary that can be reached via a
30-minute boat ride from the neighboring town of Zamboanguita. They can also go to Bais City and see the dolphins and
whales that love to play in the Tañon Strait, after which they
may take another boat to Manjuyod Sandbar (or simply “White
Sand” to locals) during low tide and walk along the 7km
stretch of sand that majestically pops out from the middle of
nowhere. Further inland, explorers can make the short trek to
Casaroro Falls and rest under the cold fresh mountain water.
The Balinsasayao Twin Lakes in Sibulan are a perfect spot for
a serene getaway where you can camp, ride horses, and simply listen to the voice of Mother Nature herself.
Although there is so much to see and do on your own, it is
the people of Negros that truly make your stay worthwhile.
The word fiesta doesn’t do justice to the joyful energy that
allows them to eat, drink and have fun. The most popular festival in Bacolod is Masskara which is held every October. In
November the town of San Carlos bursts into life with the
Pintaflores Festival, a merger of their Tattoo Festival and the
Dances of Flowers, which has become one of the most colorful
street dancing fiestas in the region.
Foreigners and locals alike have difficulty defining the
charms of Philippine culture. Yet after you walk through an
old Spanish home, enjoy a scrumptious Inasal dinner on a perfect white sand beach or by a cold flowing waterfall, and then
spend a few days partying with colorfully masked strangers
on the street, you realize that the allure of Negros isn’t that
hard to figure out. 

With an interior design
reminiscent of a Spanish villa,
PAGCOR Bacolod boasts the only
hotel fully owned and run by the
Philippine Amusement and
Gaming Corporation. Situated in
one of the busiest districts of the
capital of sugar-rich Negros
Occidental, PAGCOR Bacolod
has become the center of the
city’s entertainment scene since
opening in 2000.
“Negros is where one can
find the deepest Spanish
heritage in this country,” says
Fidel Fuentes, PAGCOR
Bacolod’s branch manager, “and
these links are reflected not only
in the design of our
establishment, but also in the
food and everything that we offer
to our guests.”
One of the unique features of
PAGCOR Bacolod is cockfights,
which are staged in its multiplepurpose amphitheatre with a
capacity of over 1,000 seats.
“Cockfighting is deeply rooted in
the Filipino culture,” explains
Fuentes, “just as in other

Living it
up in
Bacolod
countries that share a common
history with Spain, like Mexico
and Portugal. It makes sense for
us to offer it as part of our
entertainment.”
Although the hotel’s income
only provides five percent of the
revenues, the management has
hired professionals in the
hospitality industry to ensure the
best quality of service. “We have a
50-million-peso expansion plan in
the pipeline for next year,” says
Fuentes, “and that will include
the construction of a ballroom as

well as a function room. We want
to regain our position as the
convention capital of the western
Visayan Islands.”
Location is one of Bacolod’s
strongest points, especially
considering that its airport
already receives domestic as
well as international flights.
Zest Air, one of the Philippines’
national carriers, is currently
studying the possibility of
opening flights from Seoul
(Korea) to Bacolod via Boracay.
“To have a practically direct

flight from Seoul to Bacolod
could be a very important
development for our business
and for the city as a whole, as a
lot of Koreans have decided to
move over here in recent years,”
says Fuentes.
There are 274 slot machines
and 12 gaming tables in the main
gaming area of the PAGCOR
Bacolod, offering baccarat,
blackjack, Super Six and pai-gow.
Starting in January 2010, PAGCOR
will also run a brand new club
featuring more than 200 slot
machines at the L’Fisher Hotel,
one of the most characteristic
establishments in the city.
But if gaming is not your
forte and you are looking for a
pure relaxing experience,
Bacolod offers no less than four
golf courses — among the most
impressive to be found in the
Philippines — while its famous
cuisine, especially its renowned
barbecued chicken, will do the
rest. 
TEXT: MARCO VENDITTI
PHOTO: JESUS CASABAR
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© Marco Venditti

Behind
the Mask

© Fritz Efenio

f

© Marco Venditti

or almost three weeks, the streets of Bacolod City in
Negros Occidental teem with life. The city’s main thoroughfares are adorned with colorful banners. Huge but
intricately designed masks are hung in every major establishment. Festive music fills the air. In the public plaza there are
band competitions, food fairs, beauty pageants, sports tournaments, agricultural exhibits, mardi gras parades and dance fests
held to the delight of locals and tourists.
The Masskara Festival, held every year at the heart of the
sugar-rich province of Negros Occidental is no doubt a time of
great celebration.
But beyond the kaleidoscope of color, fun and revelry, a
story of survival and resiliency unfolds.
The first Masskara Festival was held in 1980 when the
sugar industry in Negros was at an all-time low. It was when
major importers such as the United States greatly reduced
their demand after switching to other sugar substitutes. It was
also a time of tragedy. That year an inter-island sea vessel carrying hundreds of passengers from Negros sank after colliding with a huge tanker from a neighboring city.
During those tough times, the Bacolod City government,
together with artists and civic groups, staged the Festival of
Smiles. Bacolod has always been known for its happy people.
Thus, out of clay, local artist Ely Santiago designed a mask that
shows a happy face and that inspired people to endure their
dire situations and find joy again.
Coined from the word “mass” which refers to “a multitude
of people” and the Spanish word “cara” which means “face”,
the Masskara Festival features a wide array of intricately
designed masks worn by thousands of street dancers from various parts of the city. Through the years the festival has evolved
into a rich tradition that showcases the art, culture and creativity of the Negrenses.
“From a simple mask that would remind us of our tenacity
and resiliency as a people, the Masskara Festival became our
collective symbol for hope. It is our way of saying that it is all
right to experience pain and loss as they are part of life. But we
will go on amidst the adversities because better days will still
come,” says Masskara Foundation Director Eli Tajanlangit.
Now, the festival that used to hide the sad faces of Bacolod’s
sugar workers has gained crowds from various parts of the
globe, filling hotel rooms and giving the local tourism industry
a much-needed boost.
After three decades, the Masskara has become the pride
and trademark of the city that once rose to its feet and faced
life’s challenges with a brave smile.  TEXT: KRISTINA OMBAO

BEAUTIFUL
ROCK

TRAVEL
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ON A TINY ISLAND OFF
THE COAST OF
MARINDUQUE THE
EXTRAORDINARY LUXURY
RESORT OF BELLAROCCA
HAS SPRUNG. STRAIGHT
WHITE ANGLES, THE
BLUE OF THE SEA AND
SKY AND A STUNNING
VIEW OF A LUSH
DORMANT VOLCANO
WILL MAKE YOU BELIEVE
YOU ARE ON A GREEK
ISLAND – ONLY BETTER.
TEXT: CARMEN MOURA
PHOTOS: MARCO VENDITTI

i

have been to Santorini, whose architecture is said to be the inspiration
behind Bellarocca Resort; I have also
had the pleasure of exploring different
islands in the Philippine archipelago. As I
stand in our cliff villa, looking out onto the
flat azure of the Sibuyan Sea and the slopes of
Mt. Malindig, I must say that I am impressed
by the combination.
We’ve arrived here after a flight from Manila that was so short that it almost ended before
it began. A 45-minute air-conditioned drive
later, we are facing Elefante Island where the
white resort gleams. To our left, still on the
mainland of Marinduque, a vibrant green golf
course at the foot of the volcano is part of the
package when staying at Bellarocca.
The ride by speedboat to the resort takes
less than five minutes and not long after we are
in our villa, inspecting the living room,
kitchen, the bedroom with flat-screen TV and
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the bathroom full of L’Occitane amenities. All of
the rooms lead to a large private terrace with a
stone infinity pool and tasteful Dedon furniture.
The resort has garden or cliff villas of different
sizes, as well as casas or terrazas higher up
among the ridges. Though the overall architecture is the work of Alex Yatco, the villas were
thought out and furnished by a Japanese team
under the tutelage of the resort’s owner. Each is
unique. Guests may also choose to stay in luxurious rooms at the Clubhouse. All accommodations offer a sea view and there are different
pools not only inside the main villas, but also
throughout the resort.
Bellarocca means “beautiful rock” in Italian,
and the feeling is truly Mediterranean-meetstropical, with reflections of white buildings on
blue water, colored tiles, streets paved with
stones as in a Greek village. Yet the green of the
vegetation is more lush, the flowers more exotic,
and the breeze balmier than in Europe. The staff
is unobtrusive but there when you need them,
ready to cater to every whim.
Chef Cris Castro is nonplussed by our request
for seafood. His menu reflects the training he has
had in France and Italy, but he is happy to give us
some Filipino twists to the catch of the day,
offered by local fishermen. Lunch is fillet of
grouper baked with shoju-ginger followed by a
mango-yoghurt terrine. Dinner, which is served
in a romantic pavilion outside the Clubhouse is

THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP):

One of the common-use pools has the majestic Mt. Malindig as
a backdrop; The tiled stairway is reminiscent of the Mediterranean; Chef Castro makes his
magic; The golf course with a view of Elefante Island and the resort.
OPPOSITE: The infinity pool outside a villa.
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THE FEELING
IS TRULY
MEDITERRANEANMEETS-TROPICAL,
WITH WHITE
REFLECTIONS
ON BLUE WATER,
COLORED TILES
AND STREETS
PAVED WITH
STONES.

© Joel H. Garcia

When in
Marinduque,
do as the
Romans

Kilinaw na Tanigue, a native fish marinated in lime and coconut vinegar and a
squid coconut curry so light it seems
impossible. “I’ve got some crabs for
tomorrow. I’m still thinking what to do
with them,” muses the chef.
It’s hard not to enjoy the villa to the
maximum; it seems like a lovely vacation
home that belongs to us already. But we
move around the island in a golf cart provided to us and enjoy the serenity of a
meditation pavilion as well as the expert
ministrations of a masseuse at the
“Remote” Spa, located up a flight of stairs.
Another spa, much larger, is being built
and should be ready by early 2010.
The next morning, after a delicious
and opulent breakfast served while
viewing Mt Malindig, we go off on a
speedboat to the island of Tres Reyes, a
40-minute ride to the sound of Bob Marley (making this a Mediterranean-meetsFilipino-meets-Caribbean experience).
Following a refreshing dip in the sea and
a look at some virgin islands, we are
ready to return to Chef Castro — seared
rock lobster awaits us on a bed of what
looks like pasta, but turns out to be

strings of delicious, lightly cooked potato.
The chef has decided to steam the crabs
and simmer them in fresh coconut milk,
serving them on rock salt with spinach.
The afternoon allows some time for
sports, but instead of the fully-equipped
gym, we choose a golf lesson by an ex-pro
back on the mainland of Marinduque. The
9 hole Par 36 golf course and driving
range are at the foot of the volcano, facing the resort across the water. It’s one
of the most beautiful courses we’ve
ever seen.
We watch the sunset from the villa
after a quick tropical storm turns the sky
broody but allows patches of silver light
onto the surface of the sea. We will leave
very early the next morning when Mt.
Malindig will still be in the throes of
sleep, shrouded by fluffy white clouds.
But the smiling staff will already be
bustling to and fro, as another day breaks
at Bellarocca. 춧

For more information and reservations
contact: info@bellaroccaresorts.com
or visit www.bellaroccaresorts.com

Don’t think you’re dreaming if you find
yourself facing some stern-browed
Roman centurion in the streets of
Marinduque around Easter time.
They’re masked revelers celebrating
Moriones, the island’s own fiesta.
Moriones began some 200 years
ago when a priest told locals the tale
of Longinus, one of the soldiers at the
crucifixion whose blind eye was
miraculously cured by the blood of
Christ. Longinus instantly converted.
It takes people months to prepare
their costumes and make sure that
they are not recognizable even by
close friends and family members
when they go out in the streets in
skirts and body armor, carrying
shields and wooden swords. Their
secret identities allow the normally
shy Filipinos to engage in pranks
and mock fights, and to try to
frighten tourists.
If you hit Bellarocca during Easter,
be sure to forgo the Greek architecture of the island for a while every day,
and make room in your schedule for
the Romans.
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SMILE BY DEFAULT
Take a good look at the photographs of the Filipinos who lost
their homes and possessions in the onslaught of typhoon
Ondoy (internationally known as Ketsana). There they are,
wet and shivering, walking in chest-deep floodwaters while
carrying their pets and whatever they could salvage of their
belongings. See them clambering onto rescue boats, holding
on to each other to keep from falling into the murk. Then they
crowd around the trucks delivering relief goods, their arms
reaching up to grasp grocery bags of food.
You can see how much they’ve suffered and how hard it’s
going to be to rebuild their lives.
Now look more closely. Observe their faces. There are
expressions of pain, sorrow, anxiety, fatigue, but also something that shouldn’t be there at all, something so out of place
it seems almost bizarre.
Some of them are smiling. They’ve lost everything, but
they’re smiling. I promise you that afterwards, the other people in the photographs were smiling, too.
I have no doubt that they were also feeling anger, fear, the
whole gamut of emotions, but whether from instinct or experience, they know that these emotions will not get them
through this ordeal. They are dealing with matters beyond
their control.
Their smiles, however, are within their control. It makes
everything a little better, knowing they can still smile in the
midst of catastrophe.
Smiling is our defense mechanism. More than that, it’s our
default setting. It’s the Filipino way of saying: Yes, the situation
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is dire, but it will get better. And if it doesn’t get better, well,
we’re alive, aren’t we?
Western journalists are always mystified at how cheerful we
are even when we have nothing to be cheerful about. During the
many attempted military coups in the late 1980s, reporters
remarked on how street urchins would run towards the gunfire
instead of scampering away. When they saw the cameras aimed
at them, they broke out into bright smiles and waved hello.
Was this insanity? Blatant disregard for their personal
safety? Suicidal tendencies? Thrill-seeking taken to the
extreme? A little bit of all of the above, I think, plus what we
call the “Bahala na” mindset. Simply put, if your time is up
there’s nothing you can do about it. In the meantime you’re
alive, so try to have fun. It’s no accident that our word for welcome, “Mabuhay!” also means “Live!”.
This may seem appalling to people who pride themselves on
their rationality, but unless you have lived in this archipelago
you cannot begin to understand what it’s like.
Filipinos have endured so much — we live on the Ring of Fire,
making us more prone to natural disasters; we’ve made it
through dictatorship, coups, and man-made calamities; and even
now, most of us live below the poverty line. Our natural cheer
and happy-go-lucky attitude have seen us through very bad
times. We choose to perk up and smile instead of wallowing in a
national depression.
We are resilient, we are unsinkable. When fate is cruel we
counter it with a smile, and it’ll take more than a monster
typhoon to wipe it off our faces. 춧
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Pr e p a r e y o u r s e l f f o r t h e b i r t h o f s o m e t h i ng b e a u t i f u l

A DANCE CABARET
From the creators of Wanders comes another enchanting show which will capture
the eyes and hearts of all ages.
AT THE PAGCOR GRAND THEATER PARAÑAQUE CITY, METRO MANILA

Tickets are available at

AND ALL PAGCOR BRANCHES IN METRO MANILA

For inquiries contact tel. nos. (632) 852-7758/54 • 851-7690 • 852-7752 • 852-7760
www.pagcor.ph

Fantastic, exciting, romantic.
Life as it should be lived.

LAOAG • ANGELES • MIMOSA • OLONGAPO • PAVILION • HYATT-MANILA • HERITAGE • PARAÑAQUE • TAGAYTAY • BACOLOD • CEBU • MACTAN • DAVAO

www.pagcor.ph

